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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents Meeting
December 9, 2021
These are the proposed minutes of the December 9, 2021 Board of Regents meeting.
The meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was called to order by
Chairman Eunice Jeffries at 2:05 p.m.
The Board members present were: Regent Dennis Beagen, Regent Michelle Crumm, Regent
Nathan Ford, Regent Mike Hawks, Regent Eunice Jeffries, Regent Jessie Kimbrough
Marshall, Regent Chad Newton and Regent Alex Simpson.
There was a quorum.

Section 1
PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE OCTOBER 14, 2021 REGULAR BOARD
MEETING
Regent Jeffries moved and Regent Crumm seconded that the proposed minutes for the
October 14, 2021 Board Meeting be approved as submitted.
Motion Carried

CONSENT AGENDA
Chairman Jeffries asked the Board if there were any items on the consent agenda the Board
members wished to vote on separately. Hearing none, it was moved by Regent Crumm and
seconded by Regent Ford that sections 2-8 be approved in their entirety as presented.
Section 2
STAFF APPOINTMENTS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve seven (7) staff appointments; Reggie
Austin, Donald Gillette, Alaura Hanks, Aaron Hilt, Kimberly Lanham, Teredo Pouncy and
Joshua Scarbrough for the reporting period September l, 2021 through September 30, 2021.

Section 3
STAFF SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve thirteen (13) separations and retirements;
Alycia Butler, Ariana Herrera-Wilde, Colin Wistuba, Jayme Shuk, Kaitlyn Kenney, Malikah
Willis, Molly Hampsey, Pamela Baker, Richard Collett, Robert Heighes, Jr., Sean McCarthy,
Seth Ellanson and Sherry Owens for the reporting period of September 1, 2021 to September
30, 2021.
Section 4
EMERITUS STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to two (2) staff
members; Sarah Kersey Otto, Director, University Advising & Career Development Center,
retired April 30, 2021 and John Rice, Videographer, School of Communication, Media &
Theatre Arts, retired July 25, 2016.
Section 5
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL
APPOINTMENTSffRANSFERS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve two (2) Administrative/Professional
Appointments; Jeffrey Bernstein, and Hung-Lian Tang and eleven (11)
Administrative/Professional transfers; Ellen Koch, Christine Lancaster, Natalie Dove, W.
Douglas Baker, Christine Clark, Xiangdong Che, James Egge, Emad Tanbour, Ernest
Behringer, Anne Casper and Devika Choudhuri.
Section 6
ACADEMIC RETIREMENTS/SEPARATIONS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve three (3) retirements; Rhonda Kraai,
Robert Kiss, and Stevan Mrdalj, and ten (10) separations; James Berry, Michael Bradley,
Ellene Contis, Deborah deLaski-Smith, Konnie Kustron, Rodney McCurdy, Kemper
Moreland, Heather Neff, Edward Sidlow, and Richard Stahler-Sholk for the period of August
31, 2021 through December 31, 2021
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Section 7
FACULTY TENURE APPOINTMENTS
Recommended that the Board of Regents approve the granting of tenure, effective beginning
with the 2021 fall semester, for two (2) faculty members; Renuka Roche and Kennedy
Saldanha.
Section 8
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS
Recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Status to twelve (12) former faculty;
Gisela Ahlbrandt, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics who retired after 37
years; Barbara Britton, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics who retired after
24 years; Ranjan Chaudhuri, Professor, Department of Computer Science who retired after
37 years; Shenghui Kathy Chu, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics who
retired after 35 years; Alahassane Diallo, Professor, Department of Accounting and Finance
who retired after 35 years; Jiuqiang Liu, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics
who retired after 28 years; Nelson Maylone, Professor, Department of Teacher Education
who retired after 21 years; Karen Paciorek, Professor, Department of Teacher Education who
retired after 33 years; Denise Reiling, Professor, Department of Sociology, Anthropology &
Criminology who retired after 22 years; Kirn L. Rescorla, Professor, Department of
Mathematics and Statistics who retired after 35 years; Carol Schlagheck, Professor, School of
Communication, Media & Theatre Arts who retired after 27 years; and John Texter,
Professor, School of Engineering who retired after 19 years.
Motion Carried

Section 9
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: REPORT AND MINUTES
Regent Beagen moved and Regent Ford seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the Student Affairs Committee Agenda for December 9, 2021 and the Minutes
of the October 14, 2021 meeting.
Motion Carried
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Section 10
ATHLETIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: REPORT AND MINUTES
Regent Crumm moved and Regent Beagen seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the working Agenda for the December 9, 2021 meeting and June 10, 2021
Minutes.

Motion Carried

Section 11
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE: REPORT AND MINUTES
Regent Beagen moved and Regent Hawks seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the Educational Policies Committee Agenda for December 9, 2021 and the
Minutes of the October 14, 2021 meeting.

Motion Carried

Section 12
REAPPOINTMENT OF CHARTER SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
Regent Kimbrough Marshall moved and Regent Beagen seconded that the Board of Regents
reappoint Curtis Robinson, Sr., to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of
Commonwealth Community Development Academy; reappoint Jennifer Kotwicki to a three
year term on the Board of Directors of the Grand Blanc Academy; and reappoint Nanette
DePriest to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of Hope Academy.

Motion Carried
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Section 13
FALL 2021 BRICKLEY ENDOWMENT FOR FACULTY PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION AWARDS
Regent Newton moved and Regent Ford seconded that the Board of Regents accept and place
on file the report on the Fall 2021 Brickley Endowment for Faculty Professional
Development and Innovation awards.
Motion Carried

Section 14
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER AND HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
Regent Kimbrough Marshall moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents
approve Raffaele Mautone as Commencement Speaker at the December 19, 2021
commencement ceremony and award him an honorary Doctor of Commercial Science
degree.
Motion Carried

Section 15
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT COMMITTEE: REPORT AND MINUTES
Regent Hawks moved and Regent Beagen seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the Minutes from the October 14, 2021 Finance and Investment Committee
meeting and the Working Agenda for the December 9, 2021 meeting.
Motion Carried

Section 16
STUDENT HOUSING DEVELOPMENT STATUS

Regent Hawks moved and Regent Beagen seconded that the Board of Regents approve the
selection of Gilbane Company as the University's Student housing system operations partner
and authorize the President to negotiate and finalize a predevelopment agreement with
Gilbane Company. The University will work with Gilbane to finalize a predevelopment
agreement which will include faculty and student voice.
Motion Carried

Section 17
FY 2022-2023 CAPITAL BUDGET

Regent Simpson moved and Regent Crumm seconded that the Board of Regents approve the
Fiscal Year 2022-2023 University Capital Budget appropriation of$18.05 million.
Motion Carried

Section 18
REPORT: 2020-2021 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL REPORT

Regent Hawks moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents receive and
place on file the Eastern Michigan University Consolidated Financial Report for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 2021.
Motion Carried
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NEW BUSINESS AND PRESENTATIONS
TABA
PRESENTATION: REVIEW OF CAPITAL PROJECTS

Scott Storrar, Executive Director of Facilities Planning, Maintenance & Construction, gave a
presentation on recent and future Capital Project Investments. He spoke about notable
renovations such as the Sill Hall, Strong Hall, Student Athlete Performance Center, Rec IM,
and the Wellness Center & IHA Urgent Care facility. In addition, he discussed upcoming
projects: the 3D Arts Complex and the College of Business relocation.

TABB
RESOLUTION: RECOGNITION OF EMU ATHLETES AT THE TOKYO 2020
SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES

Regent Crumm moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents congratulate
Donald Scott and Brittni Mason for competing for Team USA in the Summer Olympics and
for their outstanding success and commended them for the honor and distinction they have
brought to themselves as well as Eastern Michigan University.
Motion Carried

TABC
RESOLUTION: RECOGNITION OF MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM

Regent Ford moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents congratulate
the Men's Cross Country team and the coaching staff for winning the 2021 Mid-American
Conference Cross Country Championship and commends them for the honor and distinction
they have brought to themselves as well as Eastern Michigan University.
Motion Carried
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TADD
RESOLUTION: RECOGNITION OF THE OFFICE OF THE OMBUDS,
RECIPIENT OF THE NASPA REGION IV-E EQUITY, DIVERSITY, AND
INCLUSION AWARD

Regent Simpson moved and Regent Crumm seconded that the Board of Regents congratulate
the Office of the Ombuds for receiving the NASPA Region IV-E Equity, Diversity, and
Inclusion Award for demonstrating a successful record of achievement in celebrating and
creating a welcoming and inclusive campus environment, and commends them for the honor
and distinction they have brought to themselves as well as Eastern Michigan University.
Motion Carried

TARE
APPOINTMENT OF EAGLE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES BOARD MEMBER

Regent Newton moved and Regent Simpson seconded that the Board of Regents appoint
Regent Dennis Beagen to serve a two-year tenn on the Eagle Administrative Board from
January I, 2022 to December 31, 2023.
Motion Carried

TAB F
RENAMING OF CONVOCATION CENTER

Regent Newton moved and Regent Crumm seconded that the Board of Regents authorize the
President to engage in and finalize negotiations regarding the renaming of the Convocation
Center to honor a distinguished Eastern Michigan University personage.
Motion Carried
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TABG
OPEN COMMUNICATIONS
Vice President Reaume announced there were five (5) requests made to address the Board of
Regents. Each speaker was given up to three minutes.
1. Alexis Braun Marks (EMU, Library Faculty)-My role in the Faculty Advisory Board on
Campus Housing
2. Jacob Goldberg-Sexual assault at EMU's campus
3. Danielle Dunbar-Sexual assault on EMU' s campus
4. Suzanne Gray (Faculty Senate)-Public/Private housing partnership and no confidence
Resolutions
5. Amber Fellows-Housing public-private partnership

TABH
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Dec. 9, 2021
Madam Chair and Distinguished Members of the Board of Regents:
I begin by thanking our guest speakers for sharing their thoughts and perspectives. I
particularly want to acknowledge the individuals who bravely spoke on the matter of sexual
assault.
As I have stated publicly numerous times, these allegations are serious and disturb me deeply
as your President.
There is no place for sexual assault on or off our campus and we will continue to do
everything in our power to prevent it from happening. We support the courageous
survivors. Protecting students is critical to the University's educational mission. Our staff in
law enforcement, Title IX, student affairs, and elsewhere work tirelessly every day to try to
create a safe and supportive environment for students, faculty, and staff.
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As I have noted, the University has engaged the external finn of Cozen O'Connor, with
which the University had no prior relationship, to review and audit our Title IX and related
policies, procedures, and actions regarding these events. The report, when completed, will be
shared with the campus community. We will undoubtedly be given recommendations about
where we can do better; we will address those head-on.
Now I would like to speak to the resolution regarding student housing that was approved a
short time ago.
When I arrived, EMU had been operating multi-million dollar deficits for years.
We had bled our reserves by$60 million.
My charge from the Board was to reverse that unsustainable trend while also investing in our
students and our future.
Since I arrived, we have:
• Balanced the budget;
• Invested in academic facilities and new programs;
• Increased financial reserves to address serious problems identified by accreditors with
financial stability;
• Launched the new$100 million GiveRise campaign with record-breaking years of
fundraising; and,
• Navigated COVID-19 with among the lowest positivity rates of any Michigan public
university.
However, one key area has not received significant attention: our student housing facilities.
Most are over SO years old, and all but one is rated "poorly" in the facilities condition index.
This is significant, because:
• These facilities are home for thousands of our students for eight-to-nine months of the
year;
• Approximately 40 percent of our housing residents are students of color; and,
• Technology matters now more than ever because people must be able to learn and work
from home -- our student housing needs modem technology.
After decades of neglect, it1s time to act. Doing nothing, or more delays, is irresponsible and
the University has rejected that approach.
In light of that, a partnership is the best approach because, simply put, we do not have the
capacity to either borrow or spend the significant amount of money needed.
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That is not just our assessment - our auditors have told us that, and the HLC, despite the
recent very favorable report, continued to express concern about finances.
This conversation did not come out of the blue. It has been underway for many years and has
been taking place in earnest with the faculty for over three years, dating back to September
2018.
We have engaged and listened to the Faculty Senate, the University Budget Council, and
student government and, in numerous instances, we have accepted their recommendations.
But that extensive input process has come to a conclusion, and the University has carefully
outlined our next steps and the reasons for it.
It is time to move forward. This is an exciting and transformative opportunity.
There is much work to be done with students and others on campus who will be involved in
the process to design new facilities and upgrade our existing buildings.
I want to make clear that the University has never considered privatizing student housing,
while others in our region clearly have. Under this plan, Eastern is working with an
experienced partner that would provide the financing for new and renovated housing
facilities on campus.
We are aware that some members of the University's Faculty Senate are concerned about
these plans, and we plan to continue to work to clear up the misinformation. Under this plan:
•
•
•
•

EMU will not be selling student housing facilities;
EMU will continue to approve any housing rate increases;
Residence life staff, such as RAs, will remain employed by EMU; and,
EMU will continue to manage virtually all key aspects of the student housing experience.

My sincere wish is that our community joins in the celebration of what this plan means for
our students, and for the University's future.
As I conclude, it is important to highlight a few additional items:
• You may note that I am wearing a WEMU lapel pin in addition to my EMU pin. This is
in recognition of Lisa Barry, the station's talented afternoon host of All Things
Considered who passed away suddenly last week. My thoughts are with her at-home
family and her radio station family. She will be terribly missed.
• I'd like to offer a hearty congratulations on behalf of the University to sophomore Synene
(Sih-NEEN) Maria Abukader, who won$100,000 for tuition at Sunday's Big Ten
championship game. Synene is pursuing athletic training and is on the rowing team.
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• Please join me in celebrating one of the best days of the year on campus; Commencement
ceremonies take place on Sunday, Dec. 19. Congratulations to the more than 2,100
students who are eligible to graduate.
• Alumni, friends, faculty, staff and students came together for the University's annual day
of giving, #GIVINGTRUEDAY. Thanks to the support of more than 800 donors, Eastern
Michigan raised more than $2.2 million for a variety of scholarships, programs and
services in a matter of24 hours. It is EMU's greatest day of giving in its history.
• On Saturday, Dec. 11, I hope you can join us for George Gervin Day at the Convocation
Center. Known as "The Iceman," Gervin began his road to NBA fame at Eastern
Michigan. All employees are eligible for two free tickets, and additional tickets can be
purchased for only$7.60. GameAbove will donate$100 to the Student Emergency Fund
for every employee that attends the game. In addition, the first 1,000 students who attend
will receive a$75 Visa gift card, and three students will win a $15,000 scholarship for the
winter semester, thanks to GameAbove. Many other prizes are available. Please visit the
EMU Athletics website for additional details.
Additional information and accomplishments are listed in the appendix to this report on the
University website.
Thank you, Chair Jeffries.
James M. Smith, Ph.D.
President
Recognition

• Makaiya Snead, a student at Eastern pursuing a degree in Political Science, was
among a select group of talented undergraduates from across the nation invited to
attend the 21st annual Public Policy Leadership Conference (PPLC) presented by
the Harvard Kennedy School
• Eastern's Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) program was recently ranked
among the best in the country by U.S. News & World Report. With over 694 BSN
programs ranked nationally, EMU's BSN program ranked No. 138.
• Assistant Professor Annemarie Kelly and Associate Professor Christina Marsack
Topolewski from the College of Health and Human Services testified before the
Michigan House Judiciary Committee in Lansing on Oct. 19, advocating for new
state laws to protect vulnerable adults with disabilities against online exploitation,
abuse, aggression, and bullying.
• The Associates of the American Foreign Service Worldwide recognized EMU
alumna Keri Dziuban's contributions as an educator and board member at the
Windhoek International School in Namibia. She is one of six winners of the
Secretary of State Award for Outstanding Volunteerism Abroad.
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Of Note

• Thanks to the support of 800 donors, EMU raised more than $2.2 million for a
variety of scholarships, programs, and services on #GIVINGTRUEDAY, making it
the greatest day of giving in EMU history.

• The School of Nursing program received a $72,000 grant provided by the Michigan
Department of Health and Human Services to develop clinical simulation tools,
including 360 degree videos and virtual reality simulation for nursing students to help
improve patient care outcomes.
• Eastern Michigan University was selected as a 2021 Progress, Accomplishment,
Thriving, Hope (PATH) scholarship recipient through the Ellucian Foundation.
EMU has received$15,000 which will be distributed to 16 students.
• EMU's Southeast Michigan Criminal Justice Policy Research Project (SMART)
has received a grant from the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan's
(CFSEM) Community Policing Innovations Fund. SMART will collaborate with
Ann Arbor's Police Department and Independent Community Police Oversight
Commission, the East Dearborn Downtown Development Association and the Eastern
Michigan University Public Safety Oversight Committee to help facilitate several
community-led initiatives throughout the region. SMART will provide technical
guidance and training assistance to the local groups to develop community-driven,
substantive, and pragmatic changes in the way that policing and public safety services
are provided by local law enforcement agencies.
• With funds raised from EMU alumni and community partners, the EMU Center for
Entrepreneurship is launching a new program to help aspiring entrepreneurs
jumpstart their ideas. The Executive Certificate in Entrepreneurship is a unique
eight-week in-person and online hybrid program that offers business instruction,
professional coaching, mentorship, networking and the chance for participants to
pitch their startup ideas for one or two awards sharing a $25,000 business expense
fund.
Events

• The Michigan High School Esports League will host their grand finals at the EMU
Student Center on Dec. 11. More than 30 schools, including 121 teams, are
participating in the first in-person esports championship event competing for three
multiple-player strategy-based game titles.

• The Celebration of Student Writing event, a research and writing fair that
showcases projects by more than 800 students enrolled this semester in WRTG121,
was held on Dec. 2.
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• Chartwells hosted the "Thank-Ful" event on Nov. 18 at the EMU Dining
Commons, as part of a nationwide Thanksgiving event that took place at 300 U.S.
colleges and university campuses. Chartwells also donated 500 meal vouchers to
combat food insecurity on campus.
• The College of Health and Human Services virtually hosted more than 150 students
and faculty from nine different CHHS programs during the EMU Excellence in
Interprofessional Education (IPE) event on Nov. 12.
• The EMU Center for Digital Engagement presented a week of online digital
marketing workshop panels with a special luncheon featuring Brent Bowles, vice
president of Digital Marketing for Wells Fargo on Nov. 12.
• The Fall Career Fair for students and alumni, hosted by University Career
Services, was held on Nov. 10.
• The 2021 McAndless Professor Dr. Kenneth Boyle presented a lecture on "History
as Narrative: The 1960s." Drawing from his new book, Boyle traced the 1960s
through the stories of the men and women who lived it, detailing the conflicts over
race, war, and sex.
Athletics

• Cross Country (Men): The EMU cross country team won its' third consecutive MAC
Championship. Baldvin Magnusson earned his first individual MAC title, placing
first in the 8K race. Head Coach Mark Rinker was named MAC Cross Country
Coach of the Year.
• Cross Country (Men): Toby Gualter, Josh Hill, and Baldvin Magnusson were
named to the All-MAC First Team at the MAC Championships. Chris Devaney and
Andy Payne were named All-MAC Second Team.

• Former EMU basketball and NBA legend George "The Iceman" Gervin was named
to the NBA 75th Anniversary Team. The list features 76 players who have helped
shape, define, and redefine the game of basketball.
• Football (Men): Sidy Sow was named to the AH-MAC First Team. Hassan
Beydoun, Jake Julien, and Chad Ryland earned Second Team honors.
• Football (Men): Dylan Drummond and Mike Van Hoeven earned CoSIDA
Academic All-District honors. .
• Football (Men): Hassan Beydoun was nominated for 2021 Burlsworth Trophy. The
Trophy is awarded to the most outstanding football player who began his career as a
walk-on and has shown outstanding performance on the field.
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• Volleyball (Women): Raeven Chase earned All-MAC First Team honors and
Samantha Basham was named to the All-MAC Second Team.
•

86 percent of Eastern Michigan University student-athletes who enrolled as freshmen
in 2014 graduated within a six-year window, according to the latest NCAA
Graduation Success Rate. It marks the seventh straight year EMU has posted a GSR
of 80 percent or higher.

•

EMU Football Associate Head Coach and Defensive Coordinator, Neal Neathery,
was nominated for the 2021 Frank Broyles Award.

Chairman Jeffries reminded attendees that the next meeting is scheduled for Thursday,
February 1 7, 2022. She called for any further business to be brought before the Board. There
being none, Regent Ford made a motion to adjourn. Regent Simpson seconded to adjourn the
meeting.

Motion Carried

The meeting was adjourned at 3 :20 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:
Vicki Reaume
Vice President and Secretary to the Board of Regents
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BOARD OF REGENTS

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 2
DATE:
February 17, 2022

RECOMMENDATION

STAFF APPOINTMENTS
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve 24 staff appointments for the
reporting period October I, 2021 through December 31, 2021.
STAFF SUMMARY
Of the 24 appointments, 16 (67 percent) are female and 8 (33 percent) are male.
Demographics of the total group indicate 13 (54 percent) are Caucasian, 6 (24 percent)
are African American, and 5 (21 percent) are not reported.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The salaries are part of the University's 2021-2022 budget as approved by the Board
of Regents.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

�/��z.z__
Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
STAFF APPOINTMENTS

For Reporting Period - From to 10/1/2021 To 12/31/2021
Last Name

eClass

Grade

Gott

Morgan

Assistant Coach

AC

11

Green

Nicholas

Assistant Coach

AC

11

Phillips

Allison

Ftball Recruit Asst
Creativ Co

AH

CDEA1

Creasy

Kyle

Asst Athletic Trainer

AP

PFSP1

Drabczyk

Laura

Dr Emerg & Rsk Mngmt
Svs

AP

PFSP3

Schroeder

Marni

Director of Compliance

AP

MGIL1

Sims

Clifford

Assoc AD Facilities
Operations

AP

MGIL2

Hill

Hilary

Sr Secretary

CS

05

Marcus

Special Projects
Crewperson

FM

10

George

First Name

Job Title

Organization Title

Current Hire Date

Annual Salary

Appt %

IA Womens Lacrosse

11/12/2021

$38,000.00

100

I A Mens Track and Field

11/29/2021

$51,000.00

100

11/01/2021

$41,600.00

50

10/25/2021

$48,960.00

100

10/11/2021

$105,000.00

100

11/01/2021

$55,000.00

100

Convocation Ctr and Pease
Operation

10/25/2021

$74,000.00

100

Economics

10/25/2021

$40,951.00

100

11/07/2021

$33,592.00

100

Custodial Services

11/08/2021

$29,515.00

100

$29,515.20

100

I A Mens Football
I A Training Room
Director of Risk Man
I A Administration

Custodial Services

Hunter

Madison

Custodian

FM

06

McGee

Jerrell

Custodian

FM

06*

Custodial Services

12/12/2021

Morgan

Chase

Custodian

FM

06

Custodial Services

11/07/2021

$29,515.20

100

Small

Curtus

Custodian

FM

06

Custodial Services

11/07/2021

$29,515.20

100

Clock

Hayley

Coord, New Stud &
Trans Prog

PE

08

12/08/2021

$52,213.00

100

Dimitroff

Diana

Sr Bus Consult - SBTDC

PE

09

12/13/2021

$64,781.00

100

Kusmits

Morgan

BCBA Therapist, ACC

PE

09

11/08/2021

$70,000.00

100

LeDoux

Gabrielle

Research Study
Coordinator

PE

08

11/15/2021

$52,213.00

100

Lescelius

Emily

Housing Services
Manager

PE

08

12/06/2021

$52,213.00

100

Burton

Brittany

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

11/08/2021

$46,592.00

100

Leigh

Prog Assc, Academic
Programs

07

Community Behavioral Health
Clinic

11/22/2021

$53,652.00

100

Stdy Chldrn and Family

10/07/2021

$45,681.00

100

$46,592.00

100

Coughlin

PT

Orientation
Small Bus Devl Ctr
Autism Collaborative Center
Psychology
Housing Admin

Nuyda

Melissa

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Phillips

Sara

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

11/15/2021

Quada

Alexandra

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

10/11/2021

$46,595.00

100

VanKempen

Mark

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

10/11/2021

$45,681.00

100

Race

Gender

BOARD OF REGENTS

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 3
DATE:
February 1 7, 2022

RECOMMENDATION

STAFF SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve 22 separations and retirements for
the reporting period of October l , 202 1 through December 3 1 , 202 1 .
STAFF SUMMARY
Of the 22 separations and retirements there are 1 6 (72 percent) are females and 6 (28
percent) are males. Demographics of the total group indicate 1 7 (77 percent) are
Caucasian, and 5 (23 percent) are African American.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Date
�� "12- 2-

Eastern Michigan University
Staff Separations and Retirements

For Termination Date Reporting Period- From 10/1/2021 To 12/31/2021
Last Name

First Name

Job Title

Ecls

Grade

PE

07

Organization Name

Race

Current Hire Date

Last Work Date

12/10/2018

10/27/2021

EA

Gender

Termination Code

Keena

Ashley

Admissions Advisor

Korn

Brian

Asst Coach Men Track and Field

AC

11

I A Mens Track and Field

10/11/2017

11/4/2021

Fink

Bryan

Head Coach Strength & Cond

AC

16

I A Strength and Cond

6/10/2014

12/23/2021

PR

Majewski

Brynn

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

8/13/2018

10/20/2021

EA

Gary

Cherise

HRIS Data Specialist

AP

PFHR2

HR Operations

11/27/2017

10/8/2021

EA

Davis

Claresta

Spon Res Accountant/Analyst

PE

08

Controller

11/17/2003

10/7/2021

EA

Salk

Daniel

Director, Risk Management

AP

0

Director of Risk Man

7/1/2021

11/1/2021

EA

Celian

Doris

Controller

AP

MGIL3

Controller

5/23/2005

12/23/2021

EA

Whitaker

Jamila

Assc Dir of Charter Schools

AP

PFSP2

Charter Schools

12/2/2019

10/22/2021

EA

Rencher

Joi

Prg Coord, Div Comm Inv (WRC)

PE

08

Diversity and Community Involvement

11/5/2012

12/3/2021

EA

Huyghe

Kathryn

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

8/8/2005

11/5/2021

EA

Radio Reporter/Announcer

PE

06

WEMU FM Public Radio

11/4/2016

11/29/2021

DE

AH

CDEA1

HR Operations

4/16/2018

11/12/2021

EA
EA

Barry MaynardLisa

Adm Off Campus Outrh

EA

Jozefczak

Mackenzie

HR Coordinator

Gasior

Mary

Asst Dir Athletic Media Rel

PE

07

I A Sport Info

12/9/2019

10/30/2021

Brown

Michael

Academic Advisor

PT

07

Director University Advising

1/21/2013

12/10/2021

EA

Murray

Mignon

Site Coordinator

PT

07

Stdy Chldrn and Family

8/23/2021

10/8/2021

PR

Mark

Morgan

MEDIA RELATIONS SPECIALIST

AP

PFSP2

Media Relations

6/17/2019

10/5/2021

EA

Espinoza

Raechel

Academic Advisor

PT

07

Director University Advising

5/22/2015

12/10/2021

EA

Billups

Sandra

Account Specialist

CS

05

Student Center Operations

9/4/2001

11/29/2021

EA

McCarthy

Sean

Assistant AD Compliance

AP

MGIL1

Compliance Athletics

10/2/2017

11/30/2021

EA

Pierson

Steven

Elevator Repair/Control Spclst

FM

25

Electrical

3/10/2014

10/8/2021

EA

Finkenbine

Sydney

BCBA Therapist, ACC

PE

09

Autism Collaborative Center

11/11/2019

11/17/2021

EA

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHI GAN UNIVERS ITY

SECTION: 4
DATE:
February 17, 2022

RECOMMENDATION
EMERITUS STAFF RECOMMENDATION
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to three (3) staff members:
• Doris Celian, Controller, Business and Finance, retired J 2/23/202 1 .
• Ronald Reid, Ticket Operations Manager, Athletics, retired 06/30/202 1 .
• Lorraine Hallinen, Senior Secretary, Diversity and Community Involvement, retired 09/30/20 19.

STAFF SUMMARY
According to University policy, retiring Administration Professional (AP), Athletic Coaches (AC), Confidential
Clerical (CC), Food Service, Custodial & Maintenance (FM), Professional Technical (PT), or Clerical
Secretarial (CS) staff members who have served the University for at least fifteen (15) years, may be granted
Emeritus Staff status. Such status is c.onferred based on the recommendation of the President and approval of
the Board of Regents.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
EMERITUS STAFF STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department/Office of :�:� recommends the awarding of Emeritus Staff Status for the following
retiring/retired staff member:
Name of staff member: Doris Celian
Title upon retirement: Controller
Date of hire at EMU: 05/23/2005

Retirement date: 12/23/2021

Number ofyears at EMU: 16.5 (Minimum of 15 years of service required)
Please complete the following information on the retiring staff member for whom you arc submitting this recommendation.
This information is needed for inclusion in the EMU Faculty/Staff/Student Directory.

Home address:

E-mail address: dcelian@emich.edu

Home telephone:

Name of spouse: Bill Celian
Degrce(s)/institutions/year: Baccalaureate: �Y of Toledo

--Doctoral: -Masters:

ort to this a

lication

1 1/12/2021
Date
Department Head and/or Supervisor

•

t • •

y

;1/,2,/2.021
Date

1 1 /23/2021
Date

11/23/2021
Date

Date Submitted to Board of Regents
After the Executive Council member signs, please forward this fonn and letters of support to: CFO, IOI Welch Hall. Upon
approval of the President, the recommendation will be sent to the Board of Regents. Emeritus Staff status is contingent upon
the approval of the Board of Regents. The above information will be kept on file in the Office of the Chief Financial Officer.
Updated 8/24/12

EASTERN

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Education First

(;1 a,m \nounting 011kt

Distinguished Board Members and To Whom It May Concern:
I a m writing to you to recommend Doris Celian for Emeritus status. I have had the distinct privilege of
knowing Doris Celian for 8 years. In that time, I have come to truly admire her as a person and a
boss, as well as appreciate her vast knowledge and experience.
Over the past 8 years, I have had the distinct privilege of working with Doris to incorporate Grants
unique needs into many projects and business improvements. I have seen Doris implement (or be
part of the implementation) of FLAG, Concur Expense and Invoice, Single Use Accounts, and
Contracted Travel Management Company (twice). Before I arrived at EMU, Doris also worked on
Web time entry, ePAFs for Grad and Undergrad students, Organize and implement a new Chart of
Accounts, Finance Operations tab in my.emich.edu for instant budget information, deferred pay,
revamped the Peard program, and electronic direct deposit advices for employees, just to name a
few. During each project, Doris has been able to keep in mind how these changes would not only
effect a specific area (like Grants), but also thought about how it would affect everyone involved. She
always wanted to do what was best for EMU and everyone as a whole, not just her departments.
Over 8 years ago, I walked out of my in-person interview so excited at the possibility of working at
EMU, but especially at the idea of working for and with Doris. I knew after that interview that I would
be nurtured, challenged, and supported as an employee, but also as a person and friend. Doris is
has so many wonderful qualities! Professionally, she is level-headed, collaborative, smart, devoted,
determined, and so much more. On a more personal level, Doris is accepting, supportive, patient,
and kind. Working with Doris has been some of the best years of my career and she will be greatly
m issed!
I not only consider Doris to be a respected boss and coworker, but also a trusted friend. It has been
an honor to work with Doris and for that reason and so many more, I enthusiastically recommend her
to receive Emeritus status.
Thank you, Doris, for all that you have done for me, Grants, and EMU! & Thanks for never forgetting
about Grants!
With great love, respect, and admiration,

Katie Schortgen, CRA
Manager, Grants Accounting
Eastern Michigan University
204 Hover
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
734-487-6679
khoops@emich.edu
Ho,·cr Building, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 • 734.487.3328- t·ax: 734.480.1043

To whom it may concern;
I am writing this letter in support of Doris Celian, EMU's controller, on receiving Emeritus Staff
status.
After having worked at the University of Toledo for over 10 years, Doris was hired by Eastern
Michigan University as the Controller in 2005. I have had the privilege to work with Doris my
entire Eastern Michigan University career. She has been a leader, within the division of Business
and Finance, since day one. Doris leads by example. One of her tremendous attributes, is that
she would never ask anyone to do something that she was not willing to do herself. Doris' hard
work has led the University to make tremendous strides in achieving best practices throughout
all of the departments that report to her. During her time has Controller, and despite the
challenges facing Higher Education over the past decade and a half, she has been instrumental in
leading many initiatives that have either saved the University money and/or generated additional
revenue to benefit the University.
We will miss Doris's experience, expertise, and know-how. I do know that that she is leaving the
department in a good place.
Although she will be sorely missed, I wish Doris nothing but peace, happiness, and prosperity in
her retirement.
Sincerely,

Todd Ohmer

Executive Director of Financial Planning and Budgets

•

I

EASTiRN MICIDGAN UNIVERSITY
EMERITUS STAFF STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department/Office of __ recommends the awarding of Emeritus Staff Status for the following
retiring/retired staff member:
Name of staff member:
Title upon retirement:
Date of hire at EMU:

Kt> NR i.-b

:r... 'R � r b

\�C..<f:'r 6�.ERATl O >J$

.J.u_ \ �(!)O �

Number ofyears at EMU:

�

(V')A tvA Gr�

· Retirement date: �3b { cl \

(Minimum of 15 years of service required)

Please complete the following information on the retiring staffmemberfor whom you are submitting this recommendation.
'fbjs information ·
·
· ·

Home address
Home telephone:
Name of spouse:

E-mail address:

��t.RL'f l- , �Et'v

Degree(s)/institutions/year: Baccalaureate: _L_

f't<o �

rre.;�@

/£JV),L)

Masters:
Doctoral:

Date

Date Submitted to Board of Regents
After the Executive Council member signs, please forward this fonn and letters of support to: CFO, 101 Welch Hall. Upon
approval of tbe President, the recommendation will be sent to the Board of Regents. Emeritus Staff status is contingent upon
the approval of the Board of Regents. The above infonnation will be kept on file in the Office ofthe ChiefFinancial Officer.

Updated 8/24/12

•
•• • • • • ••

EASTERN
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

THEATRE

103 Quirk -Ypsilanti, MI -48197 - 734.487.1220
July 19, 2021

Dear President Smith and the EMU Board of Regents:
I am writing this letter on behalf of Ron Reid who is eligible to be considered for Emeritus Staff
status following his retirement from EMU on June 30, 2021 . I worked closely with Ron during
his time here and am pleased to be able to wholeheartedly provide this letter of support.
Ron graduated from EMU in 1984 with a BS in Arts Management. As an alum myself, I know it
was his pleasure to return to his alma mater in January of2002 as Manager of Ticket Operations.
His skills in Arts Management made him a valuable asset to EMU during his time in this
position. Each time our computerized ticketing system was updated he would conduct market
research and investigate the latest technology. He often worked late hours and went above and
beyond to get the job done, and done well. There were many alumni events hosted here at the
Theatre that Ron was unable to attend because his time and attention were needed at graduations
and other large-scale events. At one point he and his staffwere handling over 300 events per
year. He was hands--on in all aspects of ticketing & events and wou]d call me after theatre
productions to ensure everything had met my expectations regarding ticketing and his staff. He
desired for all of EMU to be seen in a positive light. not just his area. He cared about his
coJleagues and their work environment as much as he cared about EMU as a whole, so he
stepped up and served as Area Steward for UAW 1976 for 10 years. He gave of himself as a staff
member for almost 20 years to this university and while it was his privilege to do so, we were the
lucky ones to have him.
Ron "bleeds green," and is invested in EMU as an alumnus, as a former colleague, and soon I
hope, as an Emeritus Staff member. I know he would consider it a great honor for you to reflect
on his years of service, commitment & dedication to EMU and bestow upon him Emeritus status.
Ifyou would like further information, please don't hesitate to contact me at pcardell@emich.edu.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

Pam Cardell
EMU Theatre
Asst. Managing Director

..

EASTERN

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Education First

CONVOCATION CENTER

___________;:;_c...;__..;..�

emich.edu/convocation

Sept 16, 2021
Dear Executive Council,
It is my pleasure to recommend Ronald Reid for Emeritus Staff status at Eastern Michigan University. No
one has bled TruEMU green more than Ron in his 22 years of service.
Mr. Reid managed the EMU and Athletic Ticket Offices for all of universities campus. He was the face to
many great events at EMU and provided hands on customer service for many events here. In addition,
Ron served as their customer service contact for all our EMU Commencements, leading both our ticket
operations and our ushers to many successful commencements. Mr. Reid had also led a number of
ticket system installs and served as the main contact for our event ticketing system for campus.
Over the years he has developed a strong working relationship with the University Theater department,
Campus life and Athletics. I have worked with Ron Reid for over 17 years and found he was a person
who took great pride in his work and of EMU. He was very competent in whatever area or whatever
department he was working with. Over the years Ron has impacted many departments and Individuals
across campus.
Not only was Ron Reid a dedicated employee for EMU, but he was an ambassador for our students. As a
student supervisor he has countless students work directly for him and fondly remember their ticket
office days at the Convocation Center. At our EMU commencements Ron was often students first
contact in to the Convocation Center and their last congratulation while leaving the building on
graduation day. It is without hesitation that I support Ronald Reid as an Emeritus Staff member

Assistant Director of Events and Mari<eting
Convocation Center

779 N. Hewitt Road, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 • 734.487.5386 • Fax: 734.487.6898

EASTERN MICffiGAN UNIVERSITY
EMERITUS STAFF STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department/Office of DCI

recommends the awarding of Emeritus Staff Status for the following

retiring/retired staff member:
Name of staff member: Lorraine Hallinen
Title upon retirement: Senior Secretary
Date of hire at EMU: 1/26/86-11/98, 3/28/07 Retirement date: 9/3o/2o19
Number of years at EMU: 24.6 (Minimum of l 5 years of service required)
Please complete the following information on the retiring staff member for whom you are submining this recommendation.
ent Directory.
This infonnation ·
·
· ·

Home address
E-mail address: lhalline@emich.edu

Home telephone:

Name ofspouse: Wayne Hallinen
Degree(s)/institutions/year: BaccaJaureate: Nutritional Science, Michigan State Univ., 1983

Masters: Public Administration, Eastern Michigan Univ., 1994
Doctoral:

--

Please attach 2 letters of support to this application

12/19/20 21
Date

12/19/2021

Date
�
,�-
z_. 2
�--���
Dat

Date Submitted to Board of Regents
After lhe Executive Council member signs. please forward this fonn and letters of support to: CFO, IOI Welch Hall. Upon
approval ofthe President. the recommendation will be sent to the Board ofRegents. E�ritus Staff status is contingent upon
the approval of the Board of Regents. The above information witl be kepi on file in the Office ofthe Chief Financial Officer.
Updated 8/24/12

E

DIVERSITY &
COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT

December 19, 2021
Board of Regents
Eastern Michigan University
Welch Hall
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
Dear Members of the EMU Board of Regents,
It is my pleasure to recommend the nomination of Lorraine Hallinen for Emeritus Staff at Eastern
Michigan University. Lorraine served the faculty, staff and students at EMU for a total of 24.6 years.
Throughout this time, Lorraine continued to effectively support the mission of EMU and focused on
student success throughout her tenure.
I first met Lorraine when I was hired as the Director of Diversity & Community Involvement in the spring
of 2017. As Lorraine's supervisor, I can honestly say that she was the heartbeat of the success of our
department. Even prior to my first official day, Lorraine worked diligently to help me transition into my
new role. Lorraine brought a plethora of institutional and department knowledge to the work each day,
which continues to help us all in our department and across campus.
Lorraine was the front line of our office where she continually offered support and guidance to both our
team members and students seeking service. Students, both past and present, would frequently stop by
to visit Lorraine as she made such a positive impact on their lives even beyond their collegiate
experience.
When Lorraine made the decision to retire she quickly and effectively created transition documents that
are utilized to this day. She knew her work was critical to both student and institutional success, and
wanted to leave as much of her knowledge with the department as possible. Her detailed records and
processes made it easier to transition without having her role filled.
Lorraine was a dedicated team member who always focused on student success. She went above and
beyond and would step In to help, without needing to be asked, on all projects. Her exemplary
character, passion for supporting others, and exceptional work ethic make her a strong candidate for
receiving Emeritus Staff status. It has been a true honor and a privilege to work with Lorraine and serve
as her supervisor in her last few years at Eastern Michigan University.
Sincerely,

dr. steven p bryant
Director
Diversity & Community Involvement
{616) 723-3700

November 11, 2021

Board of Regents
Eastern Michigan University
Welch Hall
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

Dear Members of the EMU Board of Regents,
Lorraine Hallinen has been nominated for Emeritus status at Eastern Michigan University, and I am
writing to express my wholehearted support of this nomination. I met Lorraine in 2009, when I accepted
a position in Student Affairs. Lorraine welcomed me to the division and assisted In orienting me to the
area. She was always helpful and supportive whenever I needed assistance with a project or had a
question. During my vacations, she stepped in and helped my supervisor in any way that she could.
I saw Lorraine support EMU students in so many ways. She skillfully assisted with training and orienting
new students to the work done by Diversity and Community Involvement, handled hiring and payroll
approval flawlessly, always had a listening ear when a student needed to talk with someone, and
supported and encouraged students during their time at EMU. Lorraine wanted the best for each
student she encountered.
Lorraine also kept scrupulous records, developed systems for tracking all of the moving parts related to
Alternative Spring Breaks, and helped the staff in Diversity and Community Involvement stay organized
so that they could accomplish the goals that they set.
Lorraine was a diligent, caring employee, who always did more than was expected, and she did it with
grace and compassion. I believe that Lorraine is very deserving of Emeritus status at Eastern Michigan
University.
Sincerely,

Michele Rich
Administrative Secretary
Student Affairs

m

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Emeritus Staff
February 17, 2022

1

Doris Cel ian

Control ler,
Business & Fi nance
1 6.5 years of service

Ronald Reid

Ticket Operations Manager,
Athletics
1 9.5 years of service

Lorra i ne Hal l i nan

Sen ior Secretary,
Diversity and Commun ity Involvement
24.6 years of service

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 5
DATE:
February 17, 2022

EASTERN M I C H I G A N UNIV ERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL TRANSFERS
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve three (3) Administrative/Professional
transfers at the rank and effective date shown on the attached listing.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The salary would be absorbed in the 2021-2022 personnel budget.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive
acer
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL TRANSFERS
Name

Effective Date

Salary

Rank

O'Grady, Dennis

1/1/2022

$126,468

Interim Director, School of
Communication, Media & Theatre
Arts

Stacey, Kathleen

l/l/2022

$] 75,000

[nterim AVP, Academic Affairs

Craig, Karen

1 / 1 2/2022

$198,900

Interim Academic Contract
Administrator

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 6
DATE:
February 1 7, 2022

EASTERN M IC H I G AN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
ACADEMIC SEPARATIONS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve two (2) separations for the period of
December 3 1 , 2021 through January 3 1 , 2022.

STAFF SUMMARY
Of the two (2) separations, one (1) is -and one ( l) is - Demographics show that both
are

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive
Rhonda Longworth,

Academic Separations
December 3 1 , 202 1 through January 3 1 , 2022
l'lj_a_m_e_
E-Class C_u_i-_i-_en_t_ Hire Date Term Date
JQb_Titl�
Caponegro, Ramona
12/3 1/2021 Professor
8/24/20 I I
FA
Al-Qudah. Zakaria
8/30/2021
1/9/2022 Assistant Professor
fA

Qe_p_a_rtm�nJ
English Language and Literature
Computer Science

EMU Board of Regents
February 17, 2022

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 7
DATE:
February 17, 2022

EASTERN MICH IGAN UNIVERS ITY

RECOMMENDATION
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Status to eight (8) former faculty.
Faculty:
Ellene Tratras Contis, Professor, Department of Chemistry from 1971 to 2021 who retired after
50 years; Steven N. Francoeur, Professor, Department of Biology from 2002 to 2021 who retired
after 19 years; Linda M. Kinczkowski, Professor, School of Visual and Built Environments from
2000 to 2021 who retired after 21 years; Konnie G. Kustron, Professor, School of Technology
and Professional Services Management from 1992 to 2021 who retired after 29 years;
Kemper Moreland, Professor, Department of Economics from 1980 to 2021 who retired after 4 1
years; Heather M . Neff, Professor, Department of English Language and Literature from 1993 to
2021 who retired after 28 years; Edward Sidlow, Professor, Department of Political Science from
1995 to 2021 who retired after 26 years; and Richard Stahler-Sholk, Professor, Department of
Political Science from 1997 to 2021 who retired after 24 years.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Collective Bargaining Agreement between Eastern Michigan University and the Eastern
Michigan University Chapter of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
provides that a faculty member who has served the University for at least fifteen ( 15) years may
be nominated for Emeritus Faculty Status upon retirement.
The nominations for these individuals have received the support of the Department Head or
School Director, the Dean of the College, and the Provost and Executive Vice President for
Academic and Student Affairs.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Of
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
EMERITUS FACULTY RECOMMENDATION
February 17, 2022
FACULTY:
.Ellene Tratras Contis
Professor, Department of Chemistry
(50 years)
Doctorate
University of Michigan
Masters
University of Pittsburgh
Baccalaureate
Youngstown State University
Steven N. Francoeur
Professor, Department of Biology
(19 years)
Doctorate
University of Alabama
Masters
Bowling Green State University
Baccalaureate
Bowling Green State University
.Linda M. Kinczkowski
Professor, School of Visual and Built Environments
(21 years)
Doctorate
Wayne State University
Masters
University of Detroit
Baccalaureate
Madonna University
Konnie G. Kustron
Professor, School of Technology and Professional Services
Management
(29 years)
Doctorate
Michigan State University
Baccalaureate
Michigan State University
Kemper Moreland
Professor, Department of Economics
(41 years)
Doctorate
University of Wisconsin
Masters
University of Wisconsin
Baccalaureate
University of Wisconsin
Heather M. Neff
Professor, Department of English Language and Literature
(28 years)
Doctorate
University of Zurich
Masters
University of Zurich
Baccalaureate
University of Michigan

Edward Sid)ow
Professor, Department of Political Science
(26 years)
Doctorate
The Ohio State University
Masters
The Ohio State University
Baccalaureate
Eastern Michigan University
Richard Stahler-Sholk
Professor, Department of Political Science
(24 years)
Doctorate
University of California, Berkeley
Masters
University of California, Berkeley
Baccalaureate
Brandeis University

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
recommends the awarding of
The Department or School of C hemistry
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:

------------------------ Professor
Current Status/Rank at EMU: ---------- --------12/31/2021
August 197 1
Retirement Date: ----------Date of Hire at EMU : --------50
Number of Years at EMU: -----(Minimum of I 5 years of service required)
Name of Faculty Member: Ellene Tratras Contis

Degree(s )/Institutions

Doctoral : University of Michiga n
rgh
Masters: Un iversity of Pittsbu

Baccalaureate Youngstown State University
Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This information will be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.

Deborah Heyl-Clegg. Ph.D.

Recommended by

(please print)

08.09.21

Date
Dean

8/24/21

Date

Date Submitted to Board of Regents

Please continue to page 2 of this application.

Updated: July 2019

EASTERN

MICHIGAN UNIVEIRSITif

DEPARTMENT of CHEM ISTRY

Education First

emich.edu/chemistry

July 2 I, 202 I
Dear Administrators and Board of Reagents:
1 am pleased to nominate Dr. Nina Contis, retiring Professor of Chemistry, for emeritus faculty status.
She has made many contributions to EMU over her impressive 50 year career. Nina earned her B.S. from
Youngstown State University, M.S. from the University of Pittsburgh, and Ph.D. from the University of
Michigan. Her first 20 years at EMU were spent in the classroom where she won a Distinguished Faculty
Award for Teaching i n 1979, while she conducted research on short-lived fission products and the use of
computers in chemical education. Subsequently, she has served as the Director of the Women's Studies
Program, Associate Dean in the College of Arts and Sciences, Interim Dean of Arts and Sciences,
Assistant Vice President for Academic Administrative Services, and Associate Vice President for
Undergraduate Studies and Cuniculum. Since 2005, Nina has served as the Director of the Creative
Scientific Inquiry Experiences program (CSIE). She was instrumental in the acquisition of a two million
dollar grant from the Department of Education to institutionalize the CSIE program at EMU. CSlE
integrates courses in science with hands-on experiential learning and community projects, allowing
students to work on real world problems, and sponsors events and provides tutoring and mentoring.
Recently, she has coordinated our Fundamentals of Chemistry course and developed an on line lab.
Outside of EMU, Nina is very involved in the American Chemical Society at the local, national, and
international levels. She has served as Councilor of the Huron Valley Local Section and was named an
ACS Fellow. Nina also chairs the Committee on International Activities for the ACS. In addition, Nina
was a Fulbright Specialist Scholar from 2014 to 2019.
Dr. Contis has numerous professional publications and presentations, including those on her passion
which has been STEM education. Her colleagues will miss working with her, and the EMU Chemistry
department feels very fortunate to have benefitted from her service and expertise for SO years and hope
that she will continue to be a part of EMU after retirement. She has truly enriched the lives of EMU
students and is unquestionably deserving of emeritus status.
Sincerely,
Deborah Heyl-Clegg, Ph.D.
Professor and Department Head
Department of Chemistry

541 l\fark Jefferson Scicoi:c Complex, Ypsifanti, \H 48197• 734.487.0!06

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
Biology
The Department or School of
recommends the awarding of
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
teven N an oe r
Name of Faculty Member: ____
u ___________
_
c_
_
_
_
_
_
s_
Fr_
._
_
_

Current Status/Rank at EMU:

_

Professor
---- - - ------ �--- -- -

Number of Years at EMU:

19

Degree(s)/Institutions

Doctoral: Unive rsity of Alabama

-----

Masters:

_
_

- -

-----------

Retirement Date: August 2021

Date of Hire at EMU: August 2002

_

(Minimum of 15 years of service required)

Bowling Green State University

Baccalaureate Bowling Green State University

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This information will be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.
Oaniel L. Clemans & Kristin Judd 30 November 2021
lease print)
Date
Department Head

Anne Casper

O 1-03-2022
Date

01/04/22

Dean

Date
Date Submilled 10 Board ofRegelllS

Please continue to page 2 of this application.

Updated: July 2019

Statement of Support for Emeritus Faculty Recommendation
Steven (Steve) Francoeur joined the Biology Department in 2002, and in just 19 years he made a
substantial impact on the Department and the University through the impressive productivity and
quality of his research program, his impact on the students he mentored and taught, and as a
trusted and respected colleague.
Steve is a nationally recognized scientist; he is a leading expert in the ecology and physiology of
aquatic microbial communities. Much of his research has focused on Great Lakes ecosystems and
the impacts of environmental stressors, such as pollutants and invasive species, on the structure
and function of these algal communities. Steve has authored more than 60 publications in peer
reviewed scholarly journals, including many literature reviews. He was extremely successful in
acquiring funding for his research; his collaborations have amounted to more than 2 million
dollars from competitive funding agencies including the NSF, NOAA, and USGS. This level of
productivity is remarkable at any university and is uncommon for a faculty member in biology at a
university not offering Ph.D. degrees in the life sciences.
But even more impressive than the quantity of his publications and research dollars, is the
exceptionally high quality of that work and the high quality of the interactions he has with
colleagues and students. His publications have had significant impacts in the field and are highly
cited. For his excellence in research, he was awarded the Ronald W. Collins Distinguished Faculty
Award for Research I I in 2015.
The qualities that make Steve an excellent research scientist also make him an excellent mentor;
he is thoughtful, patient, and generous with his time. Many of his publications include student
authors. Students that have worked with Steve have gone on to successful careers in ecology of
their own. Several of his students wrote letters of support for the Collins Award that detailed the
positive impact that Steve has had on their education and careers and emphasized what an
excellent mentor he was.
Steve taught courses in Freshwater Algae, limnology, Biostatistics, Ecology, and Introductory
Biology. He was committed to hands-on learning and collaborated with colleagues in developing
several Creative Scientific Inquiry Experience (CSIE) courses that allowed first year students to
apply knowledge in the classroom to real world problems. As an instructor, he was clear and
patient in his explanations, and his courses were popular with both undergraduate and graduate
students. His passion for science (and especially algae!) undoubtedly had a significant influence on
hundreds of EMU students, and likely Influenced the career trajectories of many of them.
Finally, Steve was an excellent colleague. He was generous in sharing advice and resources with
new faculty and his wise and measured perspective helped guide many of the changes that
occurred in the Biology Department over the last two decades. Steve is abundantly unpretentious,
always listens carefully, offers thoughtful insights, and strives to ensure that any outcome is at the
highest level of excellence.
Steve's research and teaching contributions and his exceptional collegiality during his 19 year
tenure at EMU enriched the Biology Department and the University as a whole. Therefore, the
Biology Department requests Emeritus Faculty status for Dr. Steven Francoeur, in recognition of
his many contributions.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department or School of Visual and Built Environments
recommends the awarding of
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
Name of Faculty Member: Dr. Linda M. Kinczkowski

------------------------

Cun·ent Status/Rank at EMU: Professor/retired

-

----- -

--

Date of Hire at EMU: April 2000
Number of Years at EMU: - 2 1 -

Degree(s)/Institutions

-

Retirement Date: August 31, 2021

-� (Minimum of 1 5 years of service required}

Doctora l : Instructional Tech., Wayne State University, Detroit. Ml
Masters: Security Management/Business University of Detroit, Detroit, Ml
Baccalaureate Criminal Justice, Madonna University, Livonia, Ml

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This information will be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.

�- ......... . .
Suleiman Ashur
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Date
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Dean

Date
Date Submilted to Board of Regents
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September 24, 2021
Subject: Nomination of Linda M. Kinczkowski, PhD, for Professor Emeritus
Dear Dr. Tanbour,
This letter serves as my fonnal nomination of Dr. Linda M. Kinczkowski as a Professor Emeritus
within the College of Engineering & Technology, School of Virtual and Built Environments.
Dr. Kinczkowski has served as a member of the full-time Faculty of the College since her
official appointment as an Instructor in April 2000, teaching in the lnfonnation Security
(INFOSEC) Graduate Program. She also came to the University with prior Service Rank Credit
for her ongoing administrative experience in Public Safety and Law Enforcement, while moving
through the Tenure process successfully, with the EMU Board of Regents approving her for
tenure with promotion to Associate Professor in Fall 2003. Dr. Kinczkowski has instructed and
served as Program Coordinator, in all three levels of the Information Security program Bachelors, Masters and Certificate Programs. During her service as Program Coordinator, Dr.
Kinczkowski led various Cohort Teams to the successful completing of the Graduate Certificates
and Bachelor Degrees in the INFOSEC program. COHORT Groups included professionals from
the FBI, Secret Service and IRS Government Offices, with the training being delivered by Dr.
Kinczkowski at the Detroit Offices. This same training was delivered also at the Pfizer Offices
in Ann Arbor Michigan. Dr. Kinczkowski also successfully collaborated with and delivered
these programs at the Livonia Center for several years.
Due to Dr. Kinczkowski's administrative and managerial experience she also taught courses
within various programs within SET, including within the The School of Police and Fire, Staff
and Command, Executive Leadership. Dr. Kinczkowski was also requested to teach within the
Simulation, Animation and Gaming Program over the years, in which she also collaborated on
the accreditation of the SAG Program and the design and development of various courses.
Dr. Kinczkowski has been extensively involved in recruiting efforts for the programs she has
been associated with and has held various leadership positions on committees within the
University as well as outside-with professional associated organizations.
During her 2 1 years of service, Dr. Kinczkowski has presented at numerous professional
conferences and has published multiple scholarly journal articles.
Dr. Kinczkowski has been engaged in community outreach and within her profession of
Information Security and Assurance, Simulation, Animation and Gaming.
The position of Professor Emeritus will allow Dr. Kinczkowski to continue to formally serve the
SVBE, the Game Above, College of Engineering & Technology, the School of Art & Design and
Eastern Michigan University in community outreach, scholarly activity, and instructional
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support. Her personal dedication and ongoing relationship with our College and University will
be invaluable. I strongly support her for this well-deserved nomination.
Best regards,
Suleiman Ashur, PhD, PE

206 Roosevelt Hall, Ypsilanli, Ml 48197 • 734.487.2490

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department or School of Technology Studies and Professional Services Management recommends the
awarding of Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
Name of Faculty Member: Konnie G. Kustron
Current Status/Rank at EMU: Professor
Date of Hire at EMU: September 1992

Retirement Date: December 31, 2021

Number of Years at EMU: 2 as a full time lecturer; 27 as a Professor (Minimum of 1 5 years of service
required)
Degree(s)/lnstitutions

Doctoral: Juris Doctor, Michigan State University
Masters:
Baccalaureate: Sodal Science Pre-Law, Michigan State University

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved. will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This information will be kept on file in the Provost's
Office.
Or. Julie A. Becker
Recommended by
(please print)
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Please continue to page 2 of this application.
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To:

Mohamad Qatu, Dean, GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology

From:

Julie A. Becker, Interim Director
School of Technology & Professional Services Management

CC:

t•mich. ed11

Konnie Kustron, School of Technology & Professional Services Management

Subject: Nomination for Konnie Kustron, Professor Emeritus
Date:

October 1 1 , 2021

This memo serves as my nomination of Konnie Kustron as a Professor Emeritus with the School
of Professional Services Management in the College of Engineering & Technology.
Konnie Kustron began her career in 1994 with Eastern Michigan University. Of significance is
that in 1998, Professor Kustron developed one of the first lnternet•based courses at an accredited
university. She teaches a variety of technology and law classes at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels in both the Paralegal Studies and Business, Management, Marketing and
Technology Programs. Professor Kustron's career includes two years of academic administrative
experience where she was the Associate Dean for EMU's College of Technology.
Professor Kustron received her S.S. with honors in pre.Jaw from Michigan State University, and
her JD from Michigan State College of Law. She is a member of the Michigan Bar. Konnie is the
recipient of an Eastern Michigan University Alumni Teaching Award and a Dean's Out,;tanding
Faculty Award. She is a chapter author in the Internet Guide for Michigan Lawyers, which has
been a winner of the "Award of Excellence in the Best Publication" category given by the
Association for Continuing Legal Education.
Professor Kustron is a contributor to the Encyclopedia of Mathematics and Society (Salem Press,
20 I I)> which has been described as the "Best Reference 20 I I," by the Library Journal (which is
the leading reviewer of library materials in the United States.) Professor Kustron's eBook,
Introduction to the American Legal System was published in fall 2014 by Book boon, an online
book publishing company in London, United Kingdom. Her second book, Internet Law: A U.S.
Perspective, published in January 20 I 5, and third book, Privacy Law: A U.S. Perspective was
published in 2017. Her latest book, is Case Studies on Women in Business (where she is a co
author), is published by CogneHa and it is now in its third edition.
Professor Kustron's areas of specialization include business law, and in panicular, technology
and the law. Konnie has been a member and a leader of many school and college committees as
well as a longtime member of EMU's Faculty Senate. She is thoughtful, fair, and professional
with a willingness to bring up the tough issues that needs to be addressed. She is very student
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focused; helping students with class advising and coursework, and is known for always putting
students first.
The position of Professor Emeritus will allow Professor Kustron to continue to fonnally serve
the School of Technology & Professional Services Management, the College of Engineering &
Technology, and Eastern Michigan University in community outreach, scholarly activity, and
instructional support. Her personal dedication and ongoing relationship with our College and
University will be invaluable.
I write this letter in strong suppo1t of Konnie for this well-deserved nomination.
Sincerely,

Dr. Julie A. Becker
Interim School Director
School ofTechnology & Professional Services Management

206 Roosevelt Hall, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197 • 734.487.1 1 6 1

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY ST ATUS RECOMMENDATION
recommends the awarding of
The Department or School of
Economics
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
la_
r_
nd _
Name of Faculty Member: _
e_
_
M
_o
K
_
_
em
_
_
p_
er_

_
_________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------

Current Status/Rank at EMU: Professor
Date of Hire at EMU: August, 1980

Retirement Date: December, 2021

41 .5
Number of Years at EMU : -----(Minimum of 15 years of service required)
Degree(s)/Institutions

Doctoral : University of Wisconsin - Madison ( 1 980)
Masters: University of Wisconsin - Madison ( 1 977)
Baccalaureate University of Wisconsin - Madison ( 1973 )

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval ofthe Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status afcer their official retirement date. This information will be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.
Dr. James Saunoris
(please print)
Recommended by

01/26/22
Date
01/26/22
Date
te

Please continue to page 2 of this application.

Updated: July 2019

1/26/22
Date

Dean
Date Submitted to Board of Regents

I am pleased to reconunend that Professor Kemper Moreland be awarded the status of an
Emeritus faculty member. He deserves this recognition for his 4 1 .5 years of dedicated service to
his department, his college, his university, his profession and to his students. During his 4 J .5
years as a faculty member at EMU, Professor Moreland has distinguished himself as a colleague,
a scholar, and an educator of the highest quality. Professor Moreland received his Ph.D. in
economics from University of Wisconsin - Madison. His primary field of research and teaching
interest was public economics. His many accomplishments in the areas that comprise our
professional responsibilities-teaching, academic advising, scholarly activity, and service-are
too numerous to enumerate; however, the following examples are particularly noteworthy:
J . Professor Moreland published his research in well-regarded journals such as Economic
Inquiry, Tax Law Review, The National Tax Journal, Resources and Energy, Public
Finance Quarterly, and Southern Economic Journal.
2. Professor Moreland taught a wide variety of courses over the years including Introduction
to Microeconomics, Intermediate Microeconomics, Graduate Microeconomics,
Government Finance, Economics of Poverty & Inequality, Graduate Public Finance,
Cost-Benefit Analysis, and Mathematical Economics. In fact, he taught the core graduate
course in Mathematical Economics for 4 1 years in a row! For his excellence in teaching,
Professor Moreland won the Department's Faculty Teaching Award twice.
3. Professor Moreland served on several committees including, for example, the Personnel
and Finance Committed for many years (often as Chair), several Search Committees, and
he served as the Chair of the College Arts Subcommittee for two years during the
revision of Basis Studies. He also served as the tutor coordinator and the Departmental
Honors Advisor for most years. Lastly, he served as Acting Department Head.
Overall, his levelheadedness, quick wittedness, thoughtfulness, positive attitude, and good humor
have contributed immensely to the quality of life in the Department. We have had the pleasure
and good fortune to work by his side, and now we have the pleasure and honor of nominating
Professor Kemper Moreland for Emeritus faculty status.
Respectfully,
James Saunoris
Associate Professor of Economics

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department or School of English recommends the awarding of Emeritus Faculty Status
for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
ff_____________
th..,.
a...
tt
��
N,...e,..
�,,._
er..,.M
Name of Faculty Member: .....
Pr�o:..:.fe�s�
Current Status/Rank at EMU ;:..
s0¥.lr.________________
Retirement Date: Dt;cember 31. 2021

Date of Hire at EMU: August. 1993

Number of Years at EMU: �(Minimum of 15 years of service required)
Degree(s)/Institutions

Doctoral: University of Zurich. Switzerland
Masters: Unjyersity of Zurich, Swjtzer)and
Baccalaureate: Universjty of Michiean. Ann Arbor

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates,
once approved, will be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This
infonnation will be kept on file in the Provost's Office.
Joseph Csicsila
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1 . 19.22
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Dean
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Please continue to page 2 of this application.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ANO LITERATUR_E_ __
emich.etlu

January 20, 2022

It is with great pleasure that I write to recommend Professor Heather Neffs appointment
to the rank of Emerita Professor upon her retirement in December 2021. Professor Neff
has served her students, the Department of English, and Eastern Michigan University with
tremendous distinction during her tenure at EMU. She is, without a doubt, highly deserving
of this honor.
Professor Neff joined the English Department at Eastern Michigan University in 1993. Alter
seventeen distinguished years as a teacher in the Literature Program, she served as the
Director of the Eastern Michigan University McNair Scholars Program from 2010 to
December 2021. Professor Neff has been honored with over thirty teaching and service
awards, including EMU's Distinguished Faculty Awardfor Excellence in Teaching, the
institution's highest instructional honor. The recipient of the EMU Alumni Association's
Teaching Excellence Award, Neff also twice earned the Holman Success Center's
Outstanding Faculty in the Classroom Award. In 2007 Neffwas named a Michigan
Distinguished Professor by the Presidents' Council of the State Universities of Michigan.
During her time at EMU Professor Neff served on twenty search committees, developed
eight courses, including the study abroad course "American Writers in Paris," and wrote or
edited eleven major grant proposals. Having published a number of scholarly articles, Neff
also edited ninety-five student papers for publication in eleven volumes of the EMU McNair
Scholars Research Journal. Professor Neff served on twenty-eight EMU steering committees
and offered multiple years of support to nine major award-selection committees. A popular
speaker, Neff has given over seventy invited presentations in the past decade alone.
The author of eight popular novels centered on topics including addiction, human
trafficking, and intercultural and interracial relationships, Professor Neff has also edited
four anthologies of fiction. She served on the boards of the Ann Arbor Book Festival,
Ypsilanti Youth Orchestra, Riverside Arts Center, House on the Side of the Road, and the H.
Irving Mayson Scholarship Foundation.
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Professor Neff has been an outstanding citizen for the department, the college, and the
university. She has most certainly distinguished herself as a teacher, a scholar, a leader,
and a citizen. Professor Heather Neff is greatly deserving of emerita status.
Sincerely,

Dr. Joseph Csicsila
Head
Department of English Language and Literature

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
The Department or School of Political Science
recommends the awarding of
Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
a_
id_
ow_
r_
l_
Name ofFaculty Member: _
d S_
_
Edw
_

_

_

_

_

_
_ ___________

C urrent Status/Rank at EMU: Tenured Professor of Politica l Science

---------

Date of Hire at EMU: 08.01 .1995

----------

Retirement Date: 12,31 ,2021

26
Nwnber ofYears at EMU: ----(Minimum of 15 years of service required)
Degree(s)/Institutions

Doctoral: The Ohio State University

Masters: The Ohio State University

Baccalaureate Eastern Michigan University
Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval of the Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This infonnation wiU be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.
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November 1 1 , 2021

To: Provost Rhonda Longworth
It is an honor and privilege to recommend Dr. Edward Sidlow for Emeritus Faculty status at
Eastern Michigan University. Dr. Sidlow joined the faculty in the Fall of 1995. Prior to joining
the faculty at EMU he received his doctorate from the Ohio State University and baccalaureate
from Eastern Michigan University. During his tenure at EMU, Ed has distinguished as a scholar,
excellent professor, and dedicated public servant to the department, university, southeast
Michigan, and country as a whole. As a scholar of American politics, he has published
numerous peer review journal articles, books, and delivered lectures highlighting important
issues in his field of study. As a professor in the classroom, he has taught a variety of courses,
served as a research mentor, and impacted the lives of hundreds students through advising.
mentorship, and other instructional activities. Equally important to his research and teaching is
his commitment to serving the public. Ed has served on numerous department and university
committees during his tenures. Examples include service on the Personnel & Finance
Committee, EMU NCAA Faculty Athletic Representative, Honors Program advisor, and CAS
College Advisory Committee.

Sincerely,

Barbara Patrick
Professor & Department Head (I)
Pray Harrold Hall 601 A
Department of Political Science
Eastern Michigan University

•

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Academic and Student Affairs

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION

The Department or School of __Political Science._ _ _______ recommends the
awarding of Emeritus Faculty Status for the following retiring/retired faculty member:
__

Name of Faculty Member: _Richard Stahler-Sholk___
Current Status/Rank at EMU: _Professor._
Date of Hire at EMU: _

__9/3/97___ _

Number of Years at EMU:

Degree(s)/Institutions

_

__

_

__________

__________

Retirement Date: __ 12/31/21___

___
___

24---- (Minimum of lS years of service required)

Doctoral: _Ph.D .• University of California. Berkeley (1990)__

Masters: _M.A., University of California, Berkeley (1981)__
Baccalaureate_B.A., Brandeis University (1979)____

__

Please Attach a Brief Statement of Support to this 2 page application
Emeritus Faculty status is contingent upon the approval ofthe Board of Regents. Candidates, once approved, will
be awarded Emeritus status after their official retirement date. This information will be kept on file in the
Provost's Office.
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November 11, 2021
Rhonda Longworth
Provost and Executive Vice President
Academic and Student Affairs
106 Welch Hall
Dear Provost Longworth,
It is an honor to nominate Professor Richard Stahler-Sholk for Emeritus Faculty status. In all
respects, Rich has been an outstanding member of the Political Science department and the
Eastern Michigan University faculty. Indeed, he is the model of what a professor should be: an
accomplished scholar and internationally recognized expert in his field; an enthusiastic,
dedicated teacher, deeply committed to the intellectual and professional development of his
students; a thoughtful, responsible colleague, selflessly serving his department, college, and
university; and a passionately engaged citizen, working locally and globally to advance
democracy and human rights.
My assessment of Rich is based not on distant observation, but on direct experiences over
seventeen years of extensive collaboration with him. We have taught courses and organized
events together. co-advised student organizations, traveled with students domestically and
abroad, co-cluthorcd conference papers, and participated in community organizations together.
Without a doubt, he is the best colleague of my academic career. I know that many others at
EMU - faculty members, students and staff - similarly value him. He is also well-known and
appreciated in our community, within his field of study, and in communities in Latin America. If
all Rich's friends and admirers were able to comment on the content of this letter, I am certain
that they would concur about the qualities that make him an exceptional person: genuine
interest in and concern for others; deeply held values and a commitment to social justice;
intellectual curiosity; a love of learning and passion for sharing knowledge; a strong sense of
duty and personal responsibility; tremendous energy and vitality; a keen sense of humor; and
unflagging optimism. Combined, these qualfties have contributed to his many
accomplishments as a scholar, teacher, colleague, and global citizen.
As a productive scholar, Rich has made significant contributions to the study of Latin American
politics and society. His research spans several countries in the region, including Nicaragua, El
Salvador, Guatemala, and Mexico. His ground-breaking research on the Zapatista movement in
Chiapas, Mexico, which he began in the late 1990s, has resulted in numerous, widely cited
articles, and m,rny papers presented at national and international conferences. In addition, he
has co-edited three books on social movements, including one in Spanish by a Mexican
university press. Since 1997 he has served as Associate Editor of one of the leadmg journals in
601 Pray•HJrrnld, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197, 734.487.31 1 3 • Fax: 734.487.3340

his field, latin American Perspectives and contributed to several major reference works on Latin
America, including the Library of Congress Handbook of Latin American Studies, the
International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences, and the Oxford Research
Encyclopedia of Politics. Rich's expertise on Latin America is the ,esult of many years of field
work In the region and the development of a network of close collaborators, partners, and
friends across the region, especially in southern Mexico. Having taught study abroad courses
with him in El Salv.idor, Guatemala, and Cuba, I've witnessed firsthand his ability to transcend
the cultural barners that often cause problems for American political scientists conducting
research in other countries. Much like an amphibious creature that can live on land but is more
at home in the water, Rich is in his element while in Latin America.
Rich devotes the same level of intensity to teaching that he does to fieldwork and research. His
courses are well developed and challenging, yet accessible and well received by students.
Having taught many classes with him, I know that he puts a great deal of thought and time into
the design of his courses, the selection of assigned readings, and the search for the perfect
videos to illustrate core concepts. In the classroom, he encourages critical thought by posing
thought-provoking questions and ensuring that discussion explores all facets of problems or
issues. He spends a great deal of time with students before and after class, as well as in office
hours, and devotes many additional hours working with students individually to develop their
writing and resparch abilities.
Rich's commitment to student learning, especially the development of a global perspective, is
best exemplified by his leadership of EMU's Model United Nations program, which he
developed and nurtured over many years. He has spent countless hours teaching students
about the United Nations and the international system, advising Model UN participants,
preparing them for national and international conferences, and accompanying them to those
conferences. The strength of the program, and its many awards, is a testament to his efforts.
In addition, to Model UN, Rich has advised several other student organizations over the years.
Indeed, he rarely (or perhaps never) declines to advise or help students when they request it
from him, In addition, he has done a great deal of career counseling and has helped students to
find their path in life. Rich's concern for and selfless devotion to students is apparent to all who
know him, particularly the students. Many alums consider him to be the best or one of the best
professors they studied with, an exceptional scholar and teacher who opened doors for them
and changed their lives.
The keen sense of duty and responsibility that Rich brings to this research and teaching has also
motivated his service to the department, college, the university, and the EMU faculty. He has
served on numerous departmental, college, and university committees. Particularly important
to the department and many of our students has been his leadership of the International Affairs
program which �H! has invested considerable time to, serving as de facto program coordinator,
without the title ,ind typical release time for such a role. In addition, he has held the position of
department steward. served on multiple Bargaining Councils, and has steadfastly supported the
union's work. Less visible, but nevertheless critically important, is his constant encouragement
and support of individual collcugues. Always thinking of others, he shares news, articles, books,

grant and funding announcements that may be of interest to them. When others need help or
support of any kind, Rich thoughtfully provides it.
Rich's sphere of activity and influence extends beyond the boundaries of the university and
scholarly community into !he local and global community. For years he has shared and applied
his expertise to support the work of several civil society organizations in Michigan, including the
Huron Valley chapter of the United Nations Association and the Ann Arbor-based Interfaith
Council for Peace & Justice {ICPJ). Since 2005 he has been a member of the ICPJ's Latin
American Task rorrn, which seeks to educate the community about Issues in Latin America and
takes action in support of human rights and social justice in the region. In addition to being a
leader of the Task Force's work on immigration and immigrant rights, he has provided affidavits
on human rights conditions and political violence in Mexico and Central America in political
asylum cases. Rich's work on human rights also includes many years of service on the
International Board of Directors of the International Service for Peace/Servicio Internacional
para la Paz (SIPAZ), based in Chiapas, Mexico. As a scholar activist, Rich is a bridge between the
university and the local and global community it serves. He models the active, engaged global
citizenship that EMU seeks to encourage in its students.
In sum, Professor Richard Stahler-Sholk's contributions to the university, its students, and
faculty as well as to the academic, local and global communities have been immense and
invaluable. He deserves not only Emeritus status, but heartfelt expressions of appreciation
from all of us who are better scholars and people for having worked with and known him.
Sincerely,

EASTERN
MICHIGAN UNlVERSITY

Education First

November 1 1, 2021

To: Provost Rhonda Longworth
It is an honor and privilege to recommend Dr. Richard Stabler-Sholk for Emeritus Faculty status
at Ea-;tern Michigan University. Dr. Stahler-Sholkjoined the faculty in the Fall of 1997. Prior to
joining the faculty at EMU he received his doctorate from the University of California, Berkley.
During his tenure at EMU, Rich has distinguished as a scholar, excellent professor, and
dedicated public servant to the department, university, southeast Michigan, and country as a
whole. As a scholar of Latin American politics, he has published numerous peer review journal
articles, books, and delivered lectures highlighting important issues in his field of study. As a
professor, he has led study abroad travel courses, advised the Model UN team within the
department, and impacted the lives of hundreds students through advising, mentorship, and
classroom instruction. Equally important to his research and teaching is his commitment to
serving the public. Rich has served on numerous department and university committees during
his tenures. Examples include service on the union Bargaining Council, the Inter-Faith Council
for Peace and Justice, and several human rights organizations.

Sincerely,

Barbara Patrick
Professor & Department Head (I)
Pray Harrold Hall 60 I A
Department of Political Science
Eastern Michigan University

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 8
DATE:
February 17, 2022

E A S TERN M I C H I G A N UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Student Affairs Committee Agenda for February 17, 2022 and the
Minutes of December 9, 2021 be received and placed on file.

STAFF SUMMARY
The February 1 7, 2022 agenda includes a Student Government presentation and an Eastern
Michigan University Student Center presentation.
In addition, several announcements will be made.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Student Affairs Committee

February 1 7, 2022
AGENDA

1. Approval of agenda and December 9, 2021 minutes

Regent Beagen

2. Student Government presentation

Auryon Azar &
Luis Romero

3. Eastern Michigan University Student Center presentation

Meg Castro, Charlie Krey,
& Kevin Lawson

4. Announcements

Eastern M ichigan University
Board of Regents
Student Affairs Committee
In Person and Virtual meeting
Welch 201
Minutes of December 9, 2021
MEMBERS PRESENT
Regents:

Dennis Beagen, Nathan Ford

Administration: Steven Bryant, Dean Ellen Gold, Lucas Langdon, Toni Pressley-Sanon
GUESTS
Administration: James Carroll, Esther Gunel, Julia Heck, Regent Eunice Jeffries, Rocky Jenkins, Regent
Jessie Kimbrough Marshall, Sue Proctor, Vicki Reaume, President James Smith, Paul
Vuocolo, Ron Woody
Students:

Najd Al Jarba, Chotika Pitaktouyhan

Regent Beagen called the meeting to order at 10:00 am. The agenda for December 9, 202 1 and the minutes
from the meeting held on October 14, 2021 were approved.
Looking Back - Moving Forward: International Students and the COVID-19 Pandemic
Dean Ellen Gold introduced Esther Gunel, Director of the Office for International Students and Scholars
(OISS.) Esther shared information about what the OISS did to inform international students when EMU
moved to remote operations due to the pandemic in March 2020. Much time was invested in supporting
international students financially and emotionally. A total of $30,000 was donated by Student Government,
Financial Aid and the EMU Foundation. This money was distributed to 64 recipients. OISS put together a
COVID- 1 9 FAQ webpage to keep international students informed about the ever-changing situation.
In Fall 2020, 54 new international students were welcomed to EMU. Orientation was held virtually, advising
and immigration document processing were handled virtually, and in-person services were added as needed.
Virtual coffee hours were held for Halloween, Thanksgiving, and a graduation celebration.
In Winter 202 1, 44 new students joined the EMU student population. Most operations were handled
remotely, and ten weeks of free English classes were offered thru the TESOL program. Virtual themed
coffee hours were hosted twice a month. Housing and Residence Life held a listening session in response to
the shooting in Atlanta. President Smith and Provost Longworth also held a listening session for international
students.
On August 1 6, 202 1 , OISS resumed in person operations from Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-5:00 pm. 160 new
international students became part of the EMU student body. Seven academic seminars and eight cultural
programs were planned for the Fall 2021 semester.

COVID- 19 has presented chalJenges, as well as advantages. Virtual learning is difficult for some students,
lack of appropriate technology and equipment can be a problem for some, Zoom meetings can cause fatigue
and a lack of focus, lack of social contact and loss of routine can be difficult, and financial challenges from
not being able to work were a hardship. Some of the advantages include increased productivity and quality of
work because of fewer distractions, improved flexibility and availability, enhanced collaboration, improved
technology skills and a better work/life balance.
Najd Al Jarba, past president of the International Student Association President (ISA), and Chotika
Pitaktouyhan, current ISA president, shared some comments from the student perspective. The International
Student Association exists to provide a voice for international students, create programming, share cultures,
provide learning opportunities and create unity and comfort amongst the international student community.
Due to the pandemic, several major ISA events had to be cancelled. Some students were able to return to
their home countries at the beginning of the pandemic, others stayed in the United States. ln many cases,
they felt isolated. Now that students are back on campus, events have been safely planned and executed.
Students are excited to be on campus, and are enjoying the ability to spend time together again.
Regent Ford asked how many countries are represented on campus. Najd replied that there are students from
more than 80 countries studying at EMU. Regent Beagen asked for confirmation on the number of new
international students in Fall 202 l . Esther replied that approximately 160 new students started at EMU in the
fall, for a total of close to 500 international students.
Provost Longworth asked how this number compared to the years before COVID- 19 had an impact. Esther
replied that the number is about the same - between 450-500 students. As international students graduate,
new students arrive. Visa processing is still an issue.
EMU NASPA Undergraduate Fellows Program (NUFP) Summer Internship Experience: Leveraging
Academic & Student Affairs Collaborative Partnerships to Foster a High Impact Learning
Opportunity for Undergraduate and Graduate Emerging Higher Ed Professionals
Dean Gold introduced the NASPA Undergraduate Fellows Program (NUFP) and thanked Julia Heck,
LaMarcus Howard and Sean Woolf for the hard work that has gone into this program.
Julia Heck, University Ombuds, began by thanking many campus departments and staff members. The
NUFP program would not be successful without the support and assistance of many on campus. The mission
of the NASPA Undergraduate Fellows Program is to increase the number of historically disenfranchised and
underrepresented professionals in student affairs and/or higher education; including, but not limited to, those
of racial and ethnic-minority background; those having a disability; and those identifying as LGBTQ.
The EMU NUFP internship gives fellows an opportunity to gain insight into the fields of higher education
through a campus-based experience at a campus other than their own. The EMU internship is eight weeks
long, and occurs in June and July. EMU began participating in the NUFP program in 2017, and the cohort
size has increased each year. Adjustments to the program were made because of the pandemic, and the most
recent student cohorts participated virtually. Program components include individual and group projects,
shadowing, a common read experience, social justice conversations, informational interviews, professional
development workshops, and partnerships with other colleges and universities. Students who participate in
the program are paid a stipend, provided with housing when participating in the program on campus, and
given program materials and EMU swag.

Plans are in process to launch an EMU academic year mentorship pilot program, which would allow current
EMU students to learn more about the type of positions available in Student Affairs.
Short videos recorded by several NUFP alum were shared during the meeting. The students shared that the
program was very beneficial to them. In several cases, it helped participants determine their educational and
career aspirations.
Regent Ford asked how many students participate each year. Julia replied that the program started with three,
and then grew to five per year. Plans are already underway for 2022, and organizers hope to have five to
eight interns. Regent Beagen asked about the possibility of including this program in Giving Tuesday. He
has some ideas about people who might be interested in donating to this program. Ellen shared that there are
usually twice the number of students applying for the program than there are openings at sites hosting
interns.
Regent Beagen thanked presenters for sharing two wonderful programs. Regent Ford echoed his sentiment
and believes that the NUFP program is full of recruiting potential
The meeting adjourned at 10:47 am.
Respectfully submitted,
Michele Rich
Student Affairs Committee Recording Secretary
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EMU Student Government
Presentation 2/17/2022
Student Body President Luis Romero
Student Body Vice President Auryon Azar
1

Fall 2021 Accomplishments

● Allocated funds to provide free New York Times subscriptions for students,
faculty and staff.
● Raised and contributed over $10,000 for the Student Emergency Fund this
GivingTrue Season.
● Reformed internal policies to increase our organization’s democratic participation.
● Removed financial barriers for students to attend Rape Aggression Defense
trainings.
● Allocated additional funds to provide 25 free month-long bus passes for EMU
students (125 were previously allocated.)
● Provided another $50,000 to the Student Government Award for student retention
efforts.
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Afghan Refugee Volunteer Assistance
● Student Government partnered with Jewish Family Services to help Afghan
refugees move into on-campus apartments.
● Twelve families have been assisted so far through this partnership.
● President Romero and Vice President Azar were able to gather dozens of student
volunteers to assist in the move-in process.
● Provided ‘Goodie bags’ to each family with walking maps of Ypsilanti, clothing,
winter hats, and pens.
● Worked with local businesses to create employment opportunities for new
residents.
3

Winter 2022 Semester
● Resolutions to address food insecurity & partnership with Swoops Food Pantry.
● Lobby tabling to advertise current student resources, engage students in the
upcoming Student Body election and the November midterm election.
● Efforts to address public health & safety on campus and in the greater community.
● Attend the United Student Government Conference being held at the University of
Michigan-Flint.
● Continue efforts to improve student retention and decrease barriers to success and
well-being.
4

Student Life in the Student
Center
Kevi n Lawson & Charlie Krey
February 1 7, 2022
1
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The Student Center: Empowering Students
The Student Center is the hub of campus. It empowers students in many ways. We
create opportunities for engagement with the college campus experience and help
create a sense of community - a sense of belonging.
The Student Center helps EMU students thrive from before the time that they decide
to attend EMU until graduation and beyond.
This presentation focuses on four phases of a student’s life at EMU:
●
●
●
●
2

Introduction to EMU
Preparing for classes & college life
Here on campus: study, eat, relax & more
Graduation and beyond

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

But First: A Quick History of the Student Center
The Student Center was designed and built to be centered on students!
Students were asked what they wanted in a new Student Union:
● Many places to eat, study and relax
● An open and welcoming building
The EMU Student Center Mission

“The Eastern Michigan University Student Center fosters a collegiate community by integrating academic,
cultural and recreational life. The Student Center is a comfortable and inclusive environment, connecting
students, the campus community and our many guests by providing opportunities for engagement through
programs and services. All who work in the Eastern Michigan University Student Center are committed to
creating a sense of community, providing quality service and offering opportunities for learning.”

Let’s take a look how the Student Center achieves this during all the
phases of a student’s EMU collegiate career and beyond…
3

Introduction to EMU
The Student Center brings students to EMU

4
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The Student Center: Introducing Students To EMU
The Student Center hosts many high school student events that bring
potential stude nts to campus, including:
•
•
•
•
•

DECA State Regional Finals
Digital Divas
ECA Events
Esports High School State Championships
Ann Arbor Public Schools AP Testing

Our Conference & Event Services office also
facil itates summer camps on campus.
Digital Divas
5
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The Student Center: Brings Students To EMU
The Student Center welcomes prospective students with :
• Beautiful views of University Park, a clean, welcoming, and open building
• I nternational Adm issions and Office for International Students and Scholars
• The Ad missions Welcome Center
• The U niversity Information Desk

Admissions Welcome Center
6

University Information Desk

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Preparing Students:
The Student Center gets students prepared

7
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The Student Center: Preparing students
Once accepted at EMU, the Student Center helps get students prepared . In
the Student Center, stude nts wil l :
•
•
•
•
•
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Attend Campus Life Orientations
Buy books & suppl ies at the Bookstore
Open a bank account at EMU Credit Union
Receive academic advice at the Francine Parker Advising Center
Take care of busi ness details with Service EMU

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Helping Students Engage:
The Student Center creates a sense of community

9
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The Student Center: Helping Students Engage
While on campus, the Student Center helps students fully engage with
campus and community life at E M U .
The Student Center has spaces for all students, includ ing:
• Commuter Students
• Non-Trad itional Students

• On-Campus Resident Students
• I nternational Students

TV Lounge I Quiet Study Lounges I Small Group Meeting Areas I The Intersection
Reflection Room I Lockers I Foot wash I Lactation room
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The Student Center: Helping Students Engage
Student Center Marketing Events
•
•
•
•
•

11

Welcome Back Events
P u mpkin Carving
G raduation Cap Decorating
Rock the Patio Celebration
And more !

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

The Student Center: Helping Students Engage
Student Organizations I n The Student Center
• Have office and storage space in the Student Center
• Hold student organization meetings in the Student Center
• Have student org events - talent shows, fashion shows and
more in the Student Center Auditorium, Ballroom and Patio

12
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The Student Center: Helping Students Engage
Other Student Engagement Activities in the Student Center:
•
•
•
•

Campus Life events
Friday night movies
Fascinating lectu res
Art galleries

Jor11m, ,..,madon:
elllell.HllnamlUIS
To ..rc11asetlclets:
emU1ill.COIII
September 2, 202.1. 7·9PM
Student Center Room 3.1.0
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The Student Center: Helping Students Engage
The Student Center also hosts major annual campus events for students
d u ri ng their time at EMU, includ ing:

• MLK Celebration
• EMU Undergraduate Symposium
• Celebration of Excellence Week

14
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The Student Center: Helping Students Engage

Total Student
Employees:

80+

Student Center Operations: Student Em ployment

• Student Center Operations e m ploys 80+ employees
• Employees learn many transferable skills, includ ing:

o LEADERSHIP
o COM M U N ICATION
o EVENT PLAN NING

Pre-Covid 2019

Student Employee
Annual Work Hours:

32,800+
Pre-Covid 2019

Student Positions
Include:
•
•
•

15

Event Technicians
Student Building
Managers
Information Desk
Attendants

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Supporting Students:
The Student Center is here to support student success

16
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The Student Center: Supporting Students
• Office of the O mbuds
• Disa bility Resou rce Center
• Francine Parker Advising Center
• Service EMU
• Wellness and Community Responsibility

17

• Center of Race a nd Ethnicity
• LGBTQ Resou rce Center
• Women's Resou rce Center
• Dean of Students Office

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Graduation & Beyond
The Student Center is still here to support students
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The Student Center: Graduation & Beyond
The Student Center prepares students for grad uation:
•
•
•
•

19

Bookstore for regalia
Student Center Graduate Fair
Service EMU for finalizing details
Job fairs

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

The Student Center: Graduation & Beyond
After grad uation , the Student Center continues to serve EMU students
• Alumni Association events
• Social & community events
• Blood drives & community vaccination cl inics

20
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Student Center: #EM USAFE
The Student Center supports the well-being of the campus
community

# E M USAFE
21
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The Student Center: #EMUSAFE
•

EMU Covid Testing Center

•

Hybrid events

•

New room capacities

•

Meeting rooms converted to classrooms

•

Extra cleaning & disinfecting

•

FREE mask distribution

# E M USAFE
22

EMU Covid
Testing Center

54,498

Covid Tests

administered between
08/12120 to 1/11122

E EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

The Student Center: Empowering Students
• The Student Center supports E M U students to thrive from the start of their EMU
career through graduation and beyond .
• The Student Center is the hub of campus. It empowers students and creates
opportunities for engagement with the college campus experience, and helps
create a sense of community - A SENSE OF BELONGING.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Student Center
23
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Th a n k yo u I
Questions?
Ballroom Setup Time Lapse Video

https://youtu. be/Svxw06aFFEc
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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Student Center
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BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 9
DATE:
Febrnary 17, 2022

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE: APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES

ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Educational Policies Committee agenda for Febrnaiy 17, 2022 and
minutes of the December 9, 2021 meeting be received and placed on file.
STAFF SUMMARY
The primary items for the Febrna1y 17, 2022 Educational Policies Committee meeting include:
Approval of the Agenda and Minutes; Emeritus Faculty Recommendations; Academic Affairs
Administrative/Professional Transfers; Academic Sepai·ations; Reappointment of Chaiier School
Boai·d Member; Ratification of Conservator for Ann Arbor Leaming Community; (AALC); New
Program: Executive MBA; Prograin Phase-Outs: Biochemistiy-General, BS and Chemistiy
General, BS; Revisions to Boai·d Policies 06.01 .02 General Undergraduate CmTiculai·
Requirements and 07.01 .02 Admission Graduate Admission Standai·d; Inti·oduction - New
Director ofChaiter Schools; and a presentation on the Degree Completion and Retention Plan.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The fiscal impact of the actions taken is listed in the appropriate sections and in the Board
minutes.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Febrnaiy 15, 2022
University Executive Officer
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Educational Policies Committee
February 17, 2022
9:00 a.m. 201 Welch Hall
AGENDA

Section 9:

Agenda and Minutes (Regent Beagen, Chair)

Section 7:

Emeritus Faculty Recommendations (Rhonda Longworth)

Section 5:

Academic Affairs Administrative/Professional Transfers (Kathy Stacey)

Section 6:

Academic Separations (Kathy Stacey)

Section 10:

Reappointment of Charter School Board Member (Rhonda Longworth)

Section 11:

Ratification of Conservator for Ann Arbor Learning Community (AALC) (Rhonda
Longworth)

Section 12:

New Program: Executive MBA (Michael Tew)

Section 13:

Program Phase-Outs: Biochemistry-General, BS; Chemistry-General, BS (Michael Tew)

Tab B:

Board Policy Revision: 06.01.02 General Undergraduate Curricular Requirements
(Michael Tew)

Tab C:

Board Policy Revision: 07.01.02 Admission Graduate Admission Standard (Wade
Tornquist)

Presentations:
•
•

Introduction – New Director of Charter Schools (Rhonda Longworth)
Degree Completion and Retention Plan (Michael Tew)

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF REGENTS

.E DUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE MINUTES
December 9, 2021
9:00a.m.
201 Welch Hall

Attendees: Regent D. Beagen (Chair), Regent J. Kimbrough-Marshall (Vice Chair), Provost R.

Longworth, J. Carroll, A. Ducher, D. Fields, C. McFarland, V. Reaume, M. Tew, W. Tornquist, and M.
Winborne.

Regent Beagen convened the meeting at 9:00 a.m.

Renort and Minutes (Section 1 1}

Regent Beagen requested that the Educational Policies Committee Agenda for December 9, 2021 and
Minutes of the October 14, 202 1 meeting be received and placed on file.

Academic Affairs Administrative/Professional AppointmentsITcaosfers (Section 5}

Dr. James Carroll, Associate Provost and Associate Vice President, Budget and Operations,
recommended that the Board of Regents approve two (2) Administrative/Professional
Appointments and eleven ( 1 1 ) Administrative/Professional transfers at the rank and effective
date shown on the attached listing.

.Academic Retirements/Separations (Section 6}

Dr. James Carroll recommended that the Board of Regents approve three (3) retirements and ten (1 0)
separations for the period of August 3 1 , 2021 through December 3 1 , 202 1 .

STAFF SUMMARY

Of the thirteen (13) retirements and separations, five (5) are- and eight (8) are Ill.
Demographics show that twelve (92%) are _, one (8%) is

.Facul1Y, Tenure Appointments (Section9l

Dr. James Carroll, Associate Provost recommended that the Board of Regents approve the granting of
tenure, effective beginning with the 2021 fall semester, for two (2) faculty members.

STAFF SUMMARY

Newly hired tenure-track faculty are "on probation" for a period of time that varies according to rank.
Instructors are eligible to apply for tenure for five (5) or six (6) years; Assistant Professors for four (4)
or five (5) years; Associate Professors for three (3) or four (4) years; and Professors for two (2) or three
(3) years. During this time, probationary faculty must be evaluated annually, undergoing either interim
(partial) evaluations or full evaluations in accordance with the Eastern Michigan University/Eastern
Michigan University -American Association of University Professors' contract. An interim evaluation
reviews the applicant's instructional effectiveness and service. A full evaluation also reviews those two
performance areas and the applicant's scholarly and/or creative activity. A series of favorable
probationary evaluations and a favorable final full evaluation leads to a recommendation for tenure. The
faculty members listed on the attached page meet the general contractual requirements for tenure, as
well as the specific performance standards, which have been defined in his/her respective department
evaluation document.

The faculty members listed meet the general contractual requirements for tenure, as well as the specific
performance standards, which have been defined in his/her respective department evaluation document.

Emeritus Faculty (Section 8)

Dr. Rhonda Longworth, Provost and Executive Vice President, Academic and Student Affairs,
recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Faculty Status to twelve ( 1 2) former faculty.

Gisela Ahlbrandt, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics from 1 984 to 2021 who retired
after 3 7 years; Barbara Britton, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics from 1 997 to 2021
who retired after 24 years; Ranjan Chaudhuri, Professor, Department of Computer Science from 1984 to
2021 who retired after 3 7 years; Shenghui Kathy Chu, Professor, Department of Mathematics and
Statistics from t 986 to 2021 who retired after 35 years; Alahassane Diallo, Professor, Department of
Accounting & Finance from 1985 to 2020 who retired after 35 years; Jiuqiang Liu, Professor,
Department of Mathematics and Statistics from 1992 to 2020 who retired after 28 years; Nelson
Maylone, Professor, Department of Teacher Education from 2000 to 2021 who retired after 2 1 years;
Karen Paciorek, Professor, Department of Teacher Education from 1988 to 2021 who retired after 33
years; Denise Reiling, Professor, Department of Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology from 1999 to
2021 who retired after 22 years; Kim L. Rescorla, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics
from 1985 to 2020 who retired after 35 years; Carol Schlagheck, Professor, School of Communication,
Media & Theatre Arts from 1994 to 2021 who retired after 27 years; and John Texter, Professor, School
of Engineering from 2002 to 2021 who retired after 19 years.
STAFF SUMMARY
The Collective Bargaining Agreement between Eastern Michigan University and the Eastern Michigan
University Chapter of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) provides that a
faculty member who has served the University for at least fifteen (15) years may be nominated for
Emeritus Faculty Status upon retirement by their colleagues. Board of Regents policy provides that
other instructional employees may be nominated for Emeritus Status upon retirement for meritorious
service.
The nominations for these individuals have received the support of the Department Head or School
Director, the Dean of the College, and the Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic and
Student Affairs.

Appointment/Reappointment of Charter Schools Board Members (Section 12)

Dr. Rhonda Longworth recommended that the Board of Regents re-appoint Curtis Robinson to a three
year term on the Board of Directors of Commonwealth Community Development Academy; re-appoint
Jennifer Kotwicki to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of the Grand Blanc Academy; and re
appoint Nanette DePriest to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of Hope Academy.

STAFF SUMMARY
According to the resolutions which establish these public school academies (charter schools), vacancies
on the Boards of Directors shall be filled by the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents.
Commonwealth Community Development Academy
Curtis Robinson is retired from Ford Motor Company where he worked in a variety of financial and
managerial positions. He studied Agri•Business at Tuskegee University and studied Accounting at
2

Lawrence Technological University in Southfield, Michigan. He volunteers his time with organizations
such as the Junior Achievement, Adopt-A-Child, and NAACP. This is a re-appointment.
Grand Blanc Academy
Jennifer Kotwicki is employed as a Career Resource Associate Coordinator at Grand Blanc Community
Schools, Grand Blanc, Michigan. She earned a Bachelor of Business Administration in Marketing and
Management from Northwood University in Midland, Michigan. She works as a volunteer for the
Shelter of Flint and YMCA. She is the aunt of two students who attend Grand Blanc Academy. This is a
re-appointment.
Hope Academy
Nanette DePriest retired from DTE Energy where she served as a customer service professionaJ; she
currently operates her own business, DePriest Creative Services. She earned a Master of Science from
Central Michigan University in Mt. Pleasant, Michigan and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business
Administration from Siena Heights University in Adrian, Michigan. This is a re-appointment.

Fall 2021 Brickley Endowment for Faculty Professional Development and
Innovation (Section 13)

Dr. Wade Tornquist, Associate Vice President/or Graduate Studies and Research (Interim)
recommended the Board of Regents accept and place on file the report on the Fall 2021 Brickley
Endowment for Faculty Professional Development and Innovation awards.

STAFF SUMMARY
The James H. Brickley Endowment for Faculty Protessional Development and Innovation award
winners for Fall 2021 have been identified. Information on the award recipients and their winning
projects is found on the following pages. We expect that as a result of the awards provided, we will be
able to come back to you in future meetings to report on subsequent research activity by these faculty,
whether it be in receiving internal or external grant awards, or patents, or other recognition for their
scholarship. In this manner we hope to portray a continuum of faculty research activity.
The purpose of the fund is to facilitate faculty professional development and innovation through a broad
range of activities, including but not limited to, things such as (I) reassigned time from teaching for
scholarly, creative, and innovative endeavor; (2) conference presentations; (3) travel; (4) hiring of
research assistants; (5) purchase of special equipment or supplies for teaching, scholarly, research,
creative, or innovative activities; (6) development of a grant proposal for external funding; and
(7) similar or related academic activities.

Commencement Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipient (Section 14)

Dr. Rhonda Longworth, recommended that the Board of Regents approve Mr. Raffaele Mautone as
Commencement Speaker at the December 19, 2021 commencement ceremony. In addition, it is
recommended that the Board award an honorary Doctor of Commercial Science degree to Mr. Mautone.

Discussions

Dr. Michael Tew shared with the committee a summary of the report received from the Higher Learning
Commission on the institutional accreditation mid-cycle review. Regent Beagen thanked the committee
that coordinated the writing and submission of our 4th year Assurance Argument to the Higher Leaming
Commission. Regent Beagen also recognized Dr. Michael Tew for his leadership in this process.
3

Regent Beagen thanked those in attendance, and adjourned the meeting at 9:45 a.m.

Recorded by: Amy Ducher, Administrative Associate to the Provost and Executive Vice President of
Academic and Student Affairs
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SECTION: 10
DATE:
February 17, 2022

EASTERN M IC HIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
REAPPOINTMENT OF CHARTER SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents re-appoint Lynette Wright to a three-year term on
the Board of Directors of the Academy for Business and Technology.

STAFF SUMMARY
According to the resolutions which establish these public school academies (charter schools),
vacancies on the Boards of Directors shall be filled by the Eastern Michigan University Board of
Regents.

Academy for Business and Technology

Lynette Wright is employed as a Deputy Director for the State of Michigan's Department of
Health and Human Services in Detroit, Michigan. She earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in
Psychology from Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti, Michigan and a Master of Social
Work Degree from the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She has served as a
missionary at Greater New Mount Mariah Missionary Baptist Church in Detroit, Michigan since
1 997. This is a re-appointment.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

CAREER OBJECTIVES:

To work within the local community service continuum to
cns\lfe the mission of providing efficient quality service to
children and families is accomplished by creating innovative
processes that adhere to child law and established social policy.

EDUCATION:

1997 - University of Michigan,
Master of Social Work Degree. With a concentration in
Social Policy/ Planning and Administration.
1990 - Eastern Michigan Univcrsjty,
Bachelor of Science Degree in Psychology. Minors in
Economics and History.
1984 - Huron High School, grad\1atcd with honors,
June 1984.
Licensed Social Worker since 2003

WORK EXPERIENCE:
Deputy Director- State of Michigan, Department of Health and
Human Services, February 2017 to present. Duties included
working in strategic collaborations with Wayne County
Family/Probate Courts, CMH, Detroit Police Department,
Wayne RESA, and Wayne State University to provide seamless
services to children and families. Managing county budget,
developing staff retention training. Ensuring that the three
county Children's Sctvices Districts are following child welfare
laws and statc/fodcrnl policy. Improve current structure and
develop additional service stnictures within Wayne County
DHHS to enhance service relevance and provision.
D15trtct Manager -_State of Michigan, Department of Human
Services, July 2015 February 2017. Duties include selecting
and assigning staff. Evaluate employee performance; identify
staff development and training needs. Manage and monitor staff
in the South Central District Office, who supervise social service
professionals that provide services to children nnd fonulies that
are involved in the child welfare system in Wayne County.
Serve as a resource to the staff and community regarding state
and federal social welfare laws and policies. Develop solutions
that define and resolve service delive1y problems, Work with

the County Director and other management staff to bring
innovative and creative ideas to process the work and maintain a
well-functioning work environment.
Adjunct Instructor -Enstem Michigan University September
2013 to September 2014. Taught graduate course Social
Planning and Policy. Presented information lo students, lesson
pla1ming, grading papers, quizzes, tests, and class pa11icipation.
Program Manager -_State of Michigan, Department of
Human Services, August 20 IO to present. Duties include
selecting and assigning first line managers. Evaluate employee
pcrfonnance; idcntify staff development and training needs.
Manage and monitor supctvisors who directly supervise social
service professionals that provide Children Pl'otective Services to
families that are at risk of losing their children. Serve as a
resource to the staff and community regarding state and federal
social welfare laws and policies. Develop solutions that define
nnci resolve service delivery problems. Work with the County
Director and other management stnff to b1ing i1movative and
creative ideas to process the work and maintain a well
functioning work environment.
Clinical Social Worker -Henry Ford Behavioral Health,
January 2010 lo present. Duties include preparation of Psycho
Social Histories for new patients, conducting group therapy,
developing after care plans and assisting patients and their
families with securing resources in their respective communities.
This may entail nssistance with housing, obtaining medication,
mental health providers, providing information regarding
educational programs, and support groups.
Services Manager • Stale of Michigan, Department of Human
Services, Jnnuary 2009 to August 2010. Duties include selecting
and assigning staff. Evaluate employee performance; identify
staff development and training needs. Manage and monitor
social service professionals that provide foster care se1viccs to
families und facilitators who conduct meetings with the DHS,
private agency staff and parents to plan for children in care.
Serve as a resource to the staff and community regal'ding state
and federal social welfare laws and policies. Develop solutions
that define and resolve service delivery problems. Collaborate
with community organizations, the court system, and internal
service providers in an effort to provide a seamless service
continuum for children and families. In addition lo the above
duties I perform human resource duties that include identifying
and setting up interviews with potential staff, ensuring union rule
hiring processes arc followed and personnel changes arc tracked,
assisting managers in the disciplinary process and tracking
vacnnt positions and processing new hires.

Family to .Family Coordinator - State of Michigan,
Department of Human Services, August 2006 to January 2009.
Duties included supe1vising Team Decision Making Facilitators,
working with the Casey Foundation, community pa1tners and
DHS staff to eslablish systems reform that is aimed at improving
outcomes for children, particularly supporting families to avoid
out of home placement. This involved presentations to intemal
staffas well as the community to explain the goals and practices
of the Family to family model. To achieve this it was necessary
to develop marketing strategies with the goal of educating and
engaging the community to participate in planning for children.
In addition developing plans to implement practices and
procedures that promote family involvement in the decision
making process in children services was a prima1y responsibility.
I assisted with tracking data to monitor patterns, problems and
changes in the removal of children, length of stay in foster care
and termination of parental rights. Established and monitored
an annual budget, as well as seeking out additional funds to
supplement budget, and serve as the liaison between the DHS,
private agencies and the community.
Services Manager - State of Michigan, Depa1tment of Human
Services, April 2002 to August 2006. Duties include selecting
and assigning staff. Evaluated employee pcrfom1ancc; identify
staff development and training needs. Manage and monitor
social service professionals that provided children/adult
protective services. Serve as a resource to the staff and
community regarding state and federal social welfore laws and
policies. Develop solution plans that define and resolve service
delivery problems. Collaborate with community organizations,
the cou1t system, and internal service providers in an effort to
provide a seamless service continuum for the elderly, children
and families.
Trainer/Co-owner Promoting Positive fmages, September
l999 to present. Duties include developing specialized
workshops that focus on life skills development for adolescents
and young adults. In addition, maintaining
the accounting, marketing and research to ensure
effective service delivery.
Clinical Social Worker - Robinson-Beole & Associates, March
2001 to August 2002. Duties included intake and assessment of
new customers, crisis intervention, monitoring behavior,
development of treatment plans and conducting didactic groups
with teens. Educating customers and their families about
substance abuse, mental illness, effective child rearing
techniques and providing infonnalion and or connecting
customers wilh lhc appropriate community resources.
Policy Anal1:st - State of Michigan Family lndep,mdence

Agency, April 1999 to April 2002. Duties included proposing,
developing and implementing policy for the Office of Juvenile
Justice. Concurrently training Juvenile Justice management and
specialists on state policy, government mandates and procedures.
Chairing a statewide policy committee. Collaborating with other
state/ private children services to provide a full continuum of
services to the youths and their families.
Clinical Social Worker - Aurora Hospital, October 1998 to
June 1999. Duties included intake and assessment of newly
admitted mental health customers, crisis intervention, monitoring
behavior, development of treatment plans and conducting
didactic groups. Educating customers and their families about
substance abuse, mental illness and providing information and or
connecting customers with the appropriate community resources.
Social Services Specialist State of Michigan Family
Independence Agency, August 1993 to Ap1il 1999. Duties
included prernrntion of quarterly progress /court reports and
legal documents, regular pa11icipation in the legal pmceedings of
the client, advoeator for delinquent/abuse/neglect youth and
their families, placement of neglect/delinquent children,
facilitating family reunification, financial responsibility in
regnr<ls to service providers and ensuring that agencies provide
proper care and services lo slate wards.
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES:

Missionary- Greater New Mount Moriah Missionary Baptist
Church. November 1997 to present. Volunteer work with the
sick, homeless and those in need of religious support.

REFERENCES:

Available upon request.
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Febrnary 17, 2022

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
TO RATIFY THE APPOINTMENT OF A CONSERVATOR AT ANN ARBOR
LEARNING COMMUNITY (AALC)
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents ratify President James Smith's appointment of Jim
Jung, of Recon Management Group LLC, as Conservator at Ann Arbor Learning Community
(AALC), effective December 13, 2021 and ending June 30, 2022.
STAFF SUMMARY
Pursuant to the authority granted him under Section 10.9 of the Contract to Chaiier a Public School
Academy and Related Documents issued by the Eastern Michigan University Boai·d of Regents
("EMU") to Ann Arbor Leaining Community ("AALC") dated July 1, 2020 ("Chaiier Contract"),
President James Smith detennined, in his sole discretion and after consulting with EMU Board
Chair Eunice Jeffries, that the immediate appointment of a Conservator at AALC was necessai·y
because the health, safety and welfare of AALC students, prope1iy or funds, were at risk. President
Smith therefore appointed Jim Jung, of Recon Management Group LLC, as Conservator at AALC
effective December 13, 2021 through June 30, 2022. The Chaiier Contract requires that President
Smith's appointment of Jim Jung needs to be "presented to the University Boai·d for final
detennination at its next regularly scheduled boai·d meeting".
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Boai·d approval.

Univ='ersity Executive olfi\:er

2/15/2022Date
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SECTION: 12
DATE:
February 17, 2022

EASTERN M I C H IGAN UNIV ERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
NEW ACADEMIC PROGRAM: EXECUTIVE MBA
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve a New Academic Program: Executive
MBA.

STAFF SUMMARY
The Executive MBA (EMBA) program provides a flexible learning environment for experienced
managers ready to advance their careers and broaden their executive-level knowledge. Working
managers will have the opportunity to learn from graduate-level faculty who support learning
beyond the typical MBA by using simulations and project- and case-based courses for direct
application to dynamic business environments.
PROPOSAL ELEMENTS
Rationale

According to the Graduate Management Admission Council's 2019 Application
trends survey report, MBA programs continue to be the most considered and
applied to graduate programs. Overall, 4 in 5 business school candidates
consider an MBA program. The Southeast Michigan region is the best market for
potential candidates for the Executive MBA program as Detroit hosts most
companies that employ the greatest number of executives.
EMU faculty analyzed competition for the proposed program, market demand,
and the type of program desired. Only two universities are local competitors, and
EMU's price and program length are more desirable than these. The Executive
MBA market is more stable than other types of MBAs. While enrollment in
other MBAs has declined over time, EMBAs are stable. Hybrid programs like
ours are among the higher-demand formats, as well.

Program
Distinction

Time and cost set EMU's program apart from the other local programs. AACSB
accredits only a few EMBA programs in Michigan, but none has a similar
curriculum to EMU's program. The other Southeast Michigan EMBA programs
are cost and time-prohibitive to many students.
• The University of Michigan's program costs approximately $160,000;
• Michigan State University's program costs approximately $75,000.
• University of Toledo's program costs $43,300
• Oakland University's program costs $45,500. However, Oakland's
EMBA requires 2 1 months to complete, whereas EMU's proposed
EMBA is an 1 8-month program with a proposed price tag of $42,000.

Curriculum Each course in the EMBA program is based on business case studies,
Design
simulations, and/or projects requiring students to learn adaptability to different
business environments and situations while enhancing their knowledge of data
driven and integrated business decisions. Students will take a customized project
course to collect, analyze and communicate information about real business
situations and provide strategic recommendations.
The program will operate on a cohort basis with all courses offered in an online
intensive hybrid format. Students will take three courses per semester, with two
face-to-face meetings. The face-to-face meetings will take place over two
weekends.
Projected
Enrollment

• Project the number of students at initial enrollment: 1 5 students
• The average number of students enrolled within three years: 20
students/cohort
• The average number of graduates per year once the program is
established: 20 students

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The current Academic Affairs budget will absorb program costs.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Of
Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

Date'

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF ACADEMIC AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
To:

Chris Shell, Registrar
Kenneth Lord, Dean, College of Business

From:

Michael Tew, Associate Provost & Associate Vice President for Academic Programs and Strategy

Subject:

Executive, MBA (New Program)

Date:

December 1, 2021

The attached proposal from the College of Business for a new graduate program Executive, Master of Business
Administration, is approved.
The effective date is determined following consideration by the Academic Officers Committee, Michigan
Association of State Universities and the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents.
If you have any questions, please contact Evan Finley, Director, Program Administration and Assurance (
efinley2@emich.edu).

cc:

Rhonda Longworth, Provost & Executive Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs
Wade Tornquist, Associate Provost & Vice President of Graduate Studies and Research (I)
Tana Bridge, Faculty Associate, Graduate School
Jill Dieterle, Faculty Associate, Graduate School
James Egge, Associate Dean (I), College of Arts and Sciences
Stephanie Newell, Associate Dean (I), College of Business
Christine Lancaster, Associate Dean (I), College of Education
Emad Tanbour, Associate Dean (I), GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology
Christine Karshin, Associate Dean, College of Health and Human Services
Faculty Senate
Erin Burdis, Assistant Registrar
Esther Gunel, Director, Office of International Students & Scholars
Sanjib Chowdhury, College of Business

Eastern Michigan University

2022-2023 Graduate Catalog [Working Draft]

Executive [MBA]
New Program [The effective date is determined following consideration by the Academic Ofﬁcers Committee, Michigan Association of
State Universities and the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents.]
EMU's Executive MBA program is an innovative program for executives that aims to prepare high-impact business executives for the
next level of success by meeting today and future business environments. The faculty designed the program for experienced managers
with at least ﬁve years of professional managerial experience.
Students learn adaptability to emerging business environments and situations from business case studies, simulations, and projects.
Also, students learn and enhance their knowledge of data-driven and integrated business decisions. The program provides a ﬂexible
learning environment for experienced managers ready to advance their careers, expand strategic decision-making skills, and broaden
their executive-level knowledge.
This small cohort-based program offers students an individualized level of attention, where they learn from a faculty with doctoral
degrees in their ﬁelds of instruction. The proposed tuition price is the lowest in the region, and the 18 months for degree completion is
highly desirable. In addition, the format of online intensive classes with a one-weekend-per-month on-campus requirement makes this
program unique. Therefore, it will be highly desirable for those wishing to ﬁnish quickly with minimal interruption to their work
obligations.
The program is designed for managerial level professionals already on a career trajectory to prepare them for their next level Career
movement. In many cases, managers are sent to executive MBA programs by their respective companies to prepare them for top
leadership positions.

Program Admission
Graduate School Application
After reviewing the admission requirements below, please select the appropriate application.
2022-2023 Application (Summer 22, Fall 22, or Winter 23)
The program you are applying to may not accept applicants every semester.
For additional information regarding the application process, please see Graduate Admissions or International Admissions.
Admission Requirements
Minimum Graduate School Requirements
A four-year baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited U.S. institution or an equivalent degree from a non-U.S. institution.
In addition, a minimum cumulative undergraduate grade point average of 2.7 on a 4.0 scale, or 3.0 in the last half of the
undergraduate program, is required for full admission. Applicants who do not meet minimum admission requirements may be
considered for conditional admission. See International Admissions for international applicant requirements.
Applicants must also meet the following program requirements:
A minimum of ﬁve years of professional managerial experience.
The MBA committee makes admission recommendations by assessing the potential of applicants for success in the EMBA program.
A note to International applicants: Currently, we are not permitted to admit you into this program if you need a student visa to
study in the United States. At this time, Eastern Michigan University is unauthorized to issue I-20s for this program for students on

an F1 visa. Please continue to check this page to see if this status changes.

Advisor Information
Graduate Programs Ofﬁce, 102 Hill Hall,

, cob.graduate@emich.edu

Degree Requirements: 33 hours
EMBA 610 is the capstone course; students may enroll in this course during the ﬁnal semester. Except for EMBA 611, all other
courses must be taken before or concurrently with EMBA 610.
EMBA 601 - Data Analytics for Business Decisions 3 hrs
EMBA 602 - Marketing Management 3 hrs
EMBA 603 - Management Information Systems 3 hrs
EMBA 604 - Financial Management 3 hrs
EMBA 605 - Managing Human Resources 3 hrs
EMBA 606 - Operations/ Supply Chain Management 3 hrs
EMBA 607 - Managerial Accounting 3 hrs
EMBA 608 - International Business Environment 3 hrs
EMBA 609 - Executive Leadership 3 hrs
EMBA 610 - Strategic Management 3 hrs
EMBA 611 - Field Application Project 3 hrs

Executive - Master of Business Administration
Program - New Graduate Degree (Masters, Specialist, Doctorate)

Section I - Proposal Information [Pre-Launch]

Instructions for the Originator
Please read the instructions carefully; mistakes may require you to start over with a new proposal. Following the
"New Program" user guide is highly recommended (see User Guides).
Complete the proposal in the following order:
Complete Section I - Proposal Information. Do not edit other sections until after the proposal is
launched.
Launch Proposal
Complete Sections II - V
Approve Proposal

Before you begin, please select "Program."

Program Type*

Program
Shared Core

[1.1] Proposed Title & Degree
Proposed Title* Executive

Proposed Degree
Type*

Master of Business Administration

[1.2] Department & College Selections
Step 1 - Select department/school and college
Department*

College*

Master of Business Administration

Business [BU]

Step 2 - From the drop-down list below, please select ALL department/school level committees that have purview
over this program.
Please be sure that this is completed correctly before launching the proposal; otherwise, you may need to restart
the proposal. If you are unsure what selections to make, please contact Evan Finley (efinley2@emich.edu, 7-8954)
before launching the proposal.

Department/School
Input*

Not Applicable

Step 3 - Will all department/school faculty vote on this proposal? Note: History Section, please select "Yes."
Full Faculty Vote*

No

STOP HERE & LAUNCH PROPOSAL
!Please launch the proposal before editing the remaining sections!
Step 1 - Scroll back to the top of this page.
Step 2 - Launch the proposal by clicking the blue triangle icon.
Once launched, the proposal will be on the "Originator" step. This is where you will complete the remaining
sections before approving the proposal.

***Faculty Vote Count***
The Department Head/School Director will complete this field before the proposal leaves the department/school, if
applicable. Sharing the vote count as a comment is also appropriate.
Faculty Vote Count 31 for the proposal and 10 against the proposal

Section II - Program Information [Post-Launch]

Section Instructions
The program’s catalog page is built from the information provided in this section. It is essential that considerable
attention is given to this section. Please refer to the user guide for specific instructions for this section.
Every question in this section is required. The initial draft of this section must be completed before the Originator
approves the proposal, but can be edited on subsequent steps.

[2.1] Catalog Description
The "Catalog Description" is the section at the top of each program in that catalog, that provides a brief
introduction to the program. This is required.
Catalog Description

EMU's Executive MBA program is an innovative program for executives that aims to prepare
high-impact business executives for the next level of success by meeting today and future
business environments. The faculty designed the program for experienced managers with at
least ﬁve years of professional managerial experience.
Students learn adaptability to emerging business environments and situations from business
case studies, simulations, and projects. Also, students learn and enhance their knowledge of
data-driven and integrated business decisions. The program provides a ﬂexible learning
environment for experienced managers ready to advance their careers, expand strategic
decision-making skills, and broaden their executive-level knowledge.
This small cohort-based program offers students an individualized level of attention, where they
learn from a faculty with doctoral degrees in their ﬁelds of instruction. The proposed tuition price
is the lowest in the region, and the 18 months for degree completion is highly desirable. In
addition, the format of online intensive classes with a one-weekend-per-month on-campus
requirement makes this program unique. Therefore, it will be highly desirable for those wishing
to ﬁnish quickly with minimal interruption to their work obligations.
The program is designed for managerial level professionals already on a career trajectory to
prepare them for their next level Career movement. In many cases, managers are sent to
executive MBA programs by their respective companies to prepare them for top leadership
positions.

[2.2] Program Admission
In the text box below, please address the following
What are the requirements for full admission into the program beyond the minimum Graduate School
requirements (GPA, national examinations, interviews, letters of recommendation, etc.)?
Will there be conditional admission to the program? If so, what requirements will be established that
are different from those of regular admission?
If applicable, please include International Student requirements

Program Admission

Applicants must meet the minimum Graduate School admission requirements (see Graduate
Admissions or International Admissions) and complete a Graduate Application.
Applicants must also meet the following program requirements:
A minimum of ﬁve years of professional managerial experience.
The MBA committee makes admission recommendations by assessing the potential of
applicants for success in the EMBA program.

[2.3] Curriculum
This section is where you will build the program of study; please give this considerable attention. Following the
directions found in the user guide while working in this section, is highly recommended.
The "icons" referenced here are found below, under the word "Curriculum."
Step 1 - Add courses to the proposal. The far-right icon, Curriculum Courses, displays all courses listed in the
program. Only courses listed under "Curriculum Courses" are available when building the program in Step 2.
Please import existing courses from the catalog, or manually add new courses.
Step 2 - Build the program. The middle icon, Curriculum Schema, is where the program is built and edited. Please
follow the instructions outlined in the user guide.
Step 3 - Preview Program. The far left icon, Curriculum Preview, will open a new window with a preview of how the
program will appear in the catalog.

Curriculum*

Advisor Information
Graduate Programs Office, 306 Owen, 734.487.4444, cob.graduate@emich.edu

Degree Requirements: 33 hours
EMBA 610 is the capstone course; students may enroll in this course during the
final semester. Except for EMBA 611, all other courses must be taken before or
concurrently with EMBA 610.
EMBA 601 - Data Analytics for Business Decisions 3 hrs
EMBA 602 - Marketing Management 3 hrs
EMBA 603 - Management Information Systems 3 hrs
EMBA 604 - Financial Management 3 hrs
EMBA 605 - Managing Human Resources 3 hrs
EMBA 606 - Operations/Supply Chain Management 3 hrs
EMBA 607 - Managerial Accounting 3 hrs
EMBA 608 - International Business Environment 3 hrs
EMBA 609 - Leadership and Communications 3 hrs
EMBA 610 - Strategic Management 3 hrs
EMBA 611 - Field Application Project 3 hrs

Does the proposed
program result in
teacher certification?

Yes

• No

Does the proposed program include concentrations? If yes, each concentration is assigned a Banner code and is
listed on a student's transcript

Concentrations

Yes

No

[2.4] Associated Proposals
In the text box below, please list all new and revised courses associated with this proposal.
Associated Proposals

EMBA 601 - Data Analytics for Business Decisions (proposal)
EMBA 602 - Marketing Management (proposal)
EMBA 603 - Management Information Systems (proposal)
EMBA 604 - Financial Management (proposal)
EMBA 605 - Managing Human Resources (proposal)
EMBA 606 - Operations/Supply Chain Management (proposal)
EMBA 607 - Managerial Accounting (proposal)
EMBA 608 - International Business Environment (proposal)
EMBA 609 - Executive Leadership (proposal)
EMBA 610 - Strategic Management (proposal)
EMBA 611 - Field Application Project (proposal)

[2.5] Impacted Departments
In the drop-down menu below, please select all of the departments impacted by this proposal.
Impacted
Departments

Accounting and Finance

Computer Information Systems

Management

Marketing

Section III - Student Learning & Outcomes

Section Instructions
Every question in this section is required. An initial draft of this section must be completed before the Originator
approves the proposal, but can be edited on subsequent steps.

[3.1] General Philosophy
In the text box below, please state the general philosophy and intent of the proposed program.
General Philosophy The EMU Executive MBA's philosophy is to provide a ﬂexible learning environment for

experienced managers who are ready to advance their careers to make strategic decisions and
broaden their executive-level knowledge. Working managers will have the opportunity to learn
from graduate-level faculty to support learning beyond the typical MBA including simulation,
project, and case-based courses for direct application to dynamic business environments.

[3.2] Goals, Objectives, and Student Learning Outcomes
List the goals, objectives, and student learning outcomes as specifically as possible. These should be stated in
such a way as to facilitate the assessment of whether or not they are being met.
Goals and Objectives

The Program Goals/Objectives are expressed consistently with requirements for our
accreditation body, AACSB (Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business).
Students are expected to develop competencies in:
1. Leadership
2. A variety of core business functions
3. Data Analytics in Business Processes
4. Communication and Collaboration
5. Strategic integration and a top-level decision making

Student Learning
Outcomes

Consistent with AACSB (Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business), Learning
Outcomes are extensions of the Program Goals (above):
1. Students will develop leadership skills and effective networks for success in the
business environment.
2. Students will develop knowledge in core areas of business.
3. Students will make evidence-based decisions through analytics and critical
thinking.
4. Students will effectively communicate and collaborate to achieve professional and
personal goals.
5. Students will have the ability to formulate and implement integrated strategies to
drive superior performance.
The course list directly supports the Learning Outcomes:
1. Case/project-oriented Data Analytics for Business Decisions
2. Case/project-oriented Managerial Accounting
3. Case/project-oriented Leadership & Communication
4. Case/project-oriented Human Resources Management
5. Case/project-oriented Marketing Management
6. Case/project-oriented Operations Management/Supply Chain Management
7. Case/project-oriented Management Information Systems
8. Case/project-oriented Financial Management
9. Case/project-oriented International Business Environment
10. Case/simulation/project-oriented Strategic Management
11. One customized project

[3.3] Goal Reliability

How do stated goals, objectives, and student learning outcomes reflect current departmental/school, college, and
divisional goals and university strategic planning directions?

Goal Reliability

The program's goals are consistent with the mission statement of the College of Business
(COB). The main goal of this program consistent with the COB mission is to prepare
experienced business professionals for the next level of success through a rigorous, applied
educational experience

[3.4] Student Academic Skill Development
Every degree program offered by EMU engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating information;
in mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; and in developing skills adaptable to changing environments.
How do the proposed goals, objectives, and student learning outcomes reflect students performing the skills
stated above; collecting, analyzing, and communicating information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work;
and developing skills adaptable to changing environments?

Student Academic
Skill Development

Each course in the EMBA program is based on business case studies, simulations, and/or
projects requiring students to learn adaptability to different business environments and
situations. Also, students will learn and enhance their knowledge of data-driven and integrated
business decisions. Students will take a customized project course to collect, analyze and
communicate information about real business situations and provide strategic
recommendations.

[3.5] Program Assessment
Provide a plan for assessing the quality of the program and a schedule for this assessment. The plan should
assure the inclusion of objective data to determine the degree of success in reaching stated goals, objectives, and
student learning outcomes.
Program Assessment

The Executive MBA will follow the assessment standards of AACSB (Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business). AACSB accredits the EMU College of Business. The MBA
faculty assessment committee has developed assessment procedures that apply to the
Executive MBA, as the course subjects are similar. Given the different goals, though, the EMBA
would require its own assessment procedures and schedule.
The proposed EMBA has four goals relating to (1) demonstrate leadership skills and effective
collaboration, (2) demonstrate knowledge in core functions of business; (3) demonstrate the
ability to make evidence-based decisions through data analytics; (4) demonstrate the ability to
communicate as a professional effectively; and (5) demonstrate the knowledge of formulating
and implementing integrated strategies to drive superior performance.
These will be assessed as the Program Goals under AACSB standards. Each Program Goal
will have a rotating schedule of two assessments in each ﬁve-year cycle.

[3.6] Graduate-Level Rigor

Graduate Level Study - Indicate how the proposed program will assure graduate-level study (utilization of
seminars, thesis, independent study, courses open only to graduate students, etc.).
Research Emphasis - How will the program incorporate an adequate emphasis on research?

Graduate-Level Study

Research Emphasis

Only graduate students who have been accepted into the Executive MBA can take the courses.
One course will be based on a customized project. Most of the courses' content will apply wellresearched information. Students will also learn to perform advanced analysis in this program.
Students will learn to understand and apply research ﬁndings.

Only tenure-track faculty will teach in the program. They will incorporate their research
knowledge, and all of the courses are case-based. This type of class applies theory to
organizational decision making.

Section IV - Justification & Rationale

Section Instructions
This section is included to assure an adequate rationale for the proposed program. Any additional justification for
the program beyond that covered in the following items should also be included.
Every question in this section is required. The initial draft of this section must be completed before the Originator
approves the proposal, but can be edited on subsequent steps.

[4.1] Program Demand
Present evidence that there is a demand for the proposed program. This should include an indication of
professional and societal need, as well as student interest. Please Include any market analysis and/or needs
assessment as an attachment.
Program Demand

According to the Graduate Management Admission Council's 2019 Application trends survey
report, MBA programs continue to be the most considered candidates and receive the lion’s
share of applications. Overall, 4 in 5 business school candidates consider an MBA program.
The Southeast Michigan region is the best market for potential candidates for the Executive
MBA program. Detroit hosts most companies that employes the most number of executives.

[4.2] Enrollment Projections
In the text box below, please address the following:
Project the number of students at initial enrollment, the average number of students enrolled within
three years, the average number of graduates per year once the program is established, etc.

Project scheduling needs and patterns for the next three to five years.

Enrollment
Projections

1 . Project the number of students at initial enrollment: 15 students
2. The average number of students enrolled within three years: 20 students/cohort
3. The average number of graduates per year once the program is established: 20
students

I

4. Project scheduling needs and patterns for the next three to five years

semester

112021

3 Courses(Cl) :
FALL

EMBA 601,
EMBA 602 &
EMBA 603

3 Courses(Cl) :
WINTER

EMBA 604,
EMBA 605 &
EMBA 606
2 Course(Cl):

SUMMER

C1

EMBA 607 &
EMBA 608

112022

112023

3 Courses(Cl):

3 Courses(C2) :

EMBA 609, EMBA
610 & EMBA 611

EMBA 609, EMBA
610 & EMBA 611

3 Courses(C2):

3 Courses(C3):

EMBA 601, EMBA

EMBA 601, EMBA

602 & EMBA 603

602 & EMBA 603

3 Course(C2)
EMBA 604, EMBA

EMBA 604, EMBA
605 & EMBA 606

EMBA 607 & EMBA
608

I

3 Courses(C3);
EMBA 609, EMBA
610 & EMBA 611
3 Courses (C4)

3 Courses(C3) :

605 & EMBA 606

2 course(C2):

112024

Continue

2 Course(C3) :
EMBA 607 & EMBA
608

Continue

= Cohort 1 ; C2 = Cohort 2; C3 = Cohort 3

[ 4.3] Similar Programs
In the text box below, please Indicate whether there any similar programs in Michigan. If so, how is the proposed
program unique? Why is there a need for an additional program in the field?
Similar Programs

There are only a few EMBA programs in Michigan accredited by AACSB, but none of them has
a similar curriculum. Also, none of these programs, except for the Oakland University EMBA
programs, are direct competitors. The University of Michigan has an EMBA program, and the
price of the program is about $1 60K; Michigan State University's EMBA is priced at above
$75K. Toledo University offers their EMBA with a price tag of $43,300. Oakland's EMBA is
priced at $45,500, and this program is the only true competitor for the proposed EMU's EMBA
program. However, Oakland's EMBA requires 21 months to complete, whereas this proposed
EMBA is an 18-month program with a proposed price tag of $42,000.

[ 4.4] Evidence of SU RP-Ort (Internal & External).
Present evidence of support for the proposed program from within and outside the University. Letters and other
supporting documents should be included as an attachment.

Are letters of support
attached to the
proposal?

Yes

No

[4.5] Interdisciplinary Program (if appropriate)
In which department/school or college will the program be administered? If more than one department/school or
college will be participating in the program, provide evidence of support from all participating
departments/schools and/or colleges.
Interdisciplinary
Program

This program is interdisciplinary within the College of Business. It includes multiple disciplines
representing all the college departments (Management, Marketing, Information Systems,
Accounting & Finance).

Section V - Preparedness

Section Instructions
This section attempts to determine the institution’s ability to mount a program of the type proposed. Any
information beyond that covered by the following questions should also be included.
Every question in this section is required. The initial draft of this section must be completed before the Originator
approves the proposal, but can be edited on subsequent steps.

[5.1] Faculty Qualifications & Vitae
The proposal must include an abbreviated faculty vitae for each tenured or tenure-track faculty member who
intends to teach a required course in this graduate program.
Attached C.V.

Yes

[5.2] Library Resources
Describe current library resources and analyze the adequacy of these resources for the proposed program.
Include such items as books, journals, indexes, electronic resources (databases, etc.), multimedia (instructional
videos, CDs, etc.) and microforms. If new library holdings are needed in the next three to five years, provide a plan
for acquiring them.

Library Resources

Current resources are adequate. We already have an MBA program, and our resources are
supporting it adequately. We will not need more resources for research.

[5.3] Existing Facilities
Please analyze the adequacy of existing facilities, laboratories, or other physical equipment applicable to the
proposed program.
Existing Facilities

Existing facilities at the COB are adequate for the program. Since the program is proposed as
an online-intensive weekend program, there will not be any facility utilization issue.

[5.4] External Resources Required
Determine the adequacy of supportive courses, faculty, and equipment outside of the department that may be
important to the program (e.g., cognate courses, research assistance, computer services, facilities controlled by
other departments/schools or colleges, etc.).
External Resources
Required

No additional external resources are necessary.

[5.5] Program Delivery Plan
Describe the Program Delivery Plan i.e. whether it will be offered on or off-campus, online, evenings and/or
Saturdays.
Program Delivery
Plan

This program will operate on a cohort basis. All courses will be offered in an online-intensive
hybrid format. Students will take three courses per semester, with two face-to-face meetings.
These two face-to-face meetings will take place over two weekends (Weekend schedule:
Fridays 6 pm - 8:30 pm & Saturday, 9 am - 5 pm).

[5.6] Course Rotation Schedule
In the text box below, please indicate the course rotation schedule for each course required in this program.

Course Rotation
Schedule Proposed Schedule with Fall 2020 Start (Cohorts 1 through 3; one start in an academic year)
Semester

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2021

2022

2023

2024

3+1 Courses(Cl):
EMBA 609, EMBA
610 & EMBA 611

3+1 Courses(C2) :
EMBA 609, EMBA
610 & EMBA 611

3 Courses(C2):

3 Courses(C3) :

EMBA 601, EMBA
602, & EMBA 603

EMBA 601, EMBA
602 & EMBA 603

3 Courses(Cl) :
EMBA 601,
EMBA 602 &
EMBA 603

FALL

3 Courses(Cl) :

WINTER
Fall year +
1

SUMMER

EMBA 605 &
EMBA 606
1 Course(Cl):

Fall year +
1

C1

EMBA 604,

EMBA 607 &
EMBA 608

3 Courses(C2):

3 Courses(C3) :

EMBA 604, EMBA

EMBA 604, EMBA

605 & EMBA 606

605 & EMBA 606

1 Course(C2):
EMBA 607 & EMBA
608

3+1 Courses(C3);
EMBA 609, EMBA
610 & EMBA 611

3 Courses(C3) :
EMBA 607 & EMBA
608

= Cohort 1 ; C2 = Cohort 2; C3 = Cohort 3;

[5.7] Marketing Plan
Outline a plan for marketing the proposed program and recruiting students into it.
Marketing Plan

This program will be marketed in conjunction with the traditional MBA program. Digital and
social media advertising will be conducted by the College of Business Dean's office.

[5.8] Accreditation
Will this program be submitted for accreditation? Ifyes, please describe below.
Accreditation

This program will be submitted for AACSB accreditation along with all other College of
Business academic programs. Qualified faculty members will offer the program, and the
courses will be developed and assessed so that the program remains consistent with AACSB
recommendations.

[5.9] Program Costs

This section attempts to establish the extent of additional funding required if the program is approved.
Faculty, lecturers or supportive staff required (type, level, and approximate cost).
Space or facilities required (type and approximate cost).
Equipment required (type and approximate cost).
Assistantships/fellowships required (number and approximate cost).
Library resources required (type and approximate cost of both minimal and appropriate library
resources).
Marketing and recruiting costs
Other costs not covered above (type and approximate cost).
Total of all financial requirements for the implementation of the proposed degree.

Program Costs

The program was developed with no extra faculty requirement in mind. The program will be
offered by tenured and tenure-track faculty on an overload basis. Hence, no new hire is
necessary.
This program could be offered in the existing space available at the College of Business (COB)
or any other Eastern Michigan University spaces. Since the program is proposed as an onlineintensive weekend program, the space requirement will not overlap with any other COB
programs.
The program may require one GA as support in delivering the program effectively. There will be
some expense for networking space and Food for the participants.
No other extra resource is required beyond what we have at this time in library or promotion.

***Approve Proposal***

If the proposal is ready to move on to the next step of the process, scroll back to the top of this page and locate
the decisions icon on the right side of the page (blue circle w/ white checkmark). Select "approve" and "make my
decision."

Course and Program Development Office
This section is reserved for the Course and Program Development Office, please do not edit.
Input Deadline September 17, 2021

CPD Office Notes

R - 2/1/21

Signatures for Executive - Master of Business Administration

Department Head/School Director [Signature Step]

College Dean [Signature Step]

0 Kenneth Lord
Provost's Office [Signature Step]

0 Michael Tew

Status: Incomplete

Status: Approved

03/08/2021
Status: Approved

11/19/2021

Executive MBA Market Research
Synopsis
We analyzed competition for the proposed program, market demand, and the type of program desired.
Only two universities are local competitors. Our price and length of program are more desirable versus
these. The Executive MBA market is more stable than other types of MBAs. While enrollment in other
types of MBAs has declined over time, that of EMBAs is stable. Hybrid programs like ours are among the
higher-demand formats, as well.
Competition for the Program
There are 4 Executive MBA programs in our Michigan-North Ohio area:
• Michigan State University (Cost = $87,000; 20 months)
• University of Michigan (Cost = ~$163,000; 21 months)
• University of Toledo (Cost = $43,350; 12 months)
• Oakland University (Cost = $45,500, 21 months)
University of Toledo and Oakland University are our direct competitors.
The EMU Executive MBA will be competitive:
• EMU (Cost = $41,000, 18 months)
Market Demand
The market for Executive MBAs is more positive than other types of MBAs. The Graduate Management
Admissions Council report (Application Trends Survey Report1) stated that Executive MBA high the highest
overall growth in applications compared to other types of MBAs (part-time, full-time, online) (below,
Figure 1). Executive MBA volume of applicants is stable over the 2007-2018 period. All other types of MBA
program applications have declined over time.
The article, Survey: EMBA Demand Strong, Class Size Up2, reports on the annual survey from EMBAC
nonprofit and states that average class size has increased steadily since 2012. Approximately 44% of
students in Executive MBA programs are self-funded, a number that has risen steadily since 2012,
indicating that price may be an important EMBA selling point.
The GMAC survey shows the top types of programs applicants are considering. A hybrid format is among
the highest sought, as our proposed program is. Online programs are least preferred.
Demographics
A total of 66% of Executive MBA applicants are over 31 years old, making demand less variable versus that
which is dependent on high school graduation rates.

1

https://www.gmac.com/-/media/files/gmac/research/admissions-and-application-trends/demand-for-mba-andbusiness-masters-programsinsights-on-candidate-decision-making-summary-reportmbac.pdf
2
https://poetsandquantsforexecs.com/2017/10/10/survey-emba-demand-strong-class-size/

Skill Demand
Figure 1 shows the report of career goals of those who seek an Executive MBA, and these align with the
EMU Executive MBA Program Goals and Courses Included.
Figure 1. Executive MBA Career Goals

https://www.gmac.com/-/media/files/gmac/research/prospective-student-data/career-aspirations_mbacomprospective-students-survey-2019.pdf

BOARD OF REGENTS

SECTION: 13
DATE:
February 17, 2022

E A STERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
ACADEMIC PROGRAM PHASE-OUTS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents receive and place on file this notification of two (2)
Academic Program Phase-Outs: Biochemistry-General, Bachelor of Science and Chemistry
General, Bachelor of Science.

STAFF SUMMARY
The Chemistry Department implemented a significant curricular reform to increase enrollments
in their upper-level courses. As part of this restructuring, the department reduced the number of
offered majors from four (4) down to two (2). The phase out of their Biochemistry-General (BS)
and Chemistry-General (BS) majors leaves the revised Biochemistry (BS) and Chemistry (BS)
majors in place.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Rhonda Longworth, Ph.D.

BOARD OF REGENTS

EASTERN MICIDGAN UNIVERSITY

I

SECTION: 1 4
DATE:
February 17. 2022

RECOMMENDATION
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
REPORT AND MINUTES
ACTION REQUESTED

It is recommended that the Board of Regents receive and place on file the minutes from
the December 9, 2021 Finance and Investment Committee meeting and the Working
Agenda for the February 17, 2022 meeting.

STAFF SUMMARY

December 9, 2021 Meeting Agenda
Agenda Items
• Student Housing Partner & Pre-Development Agreement
• FY23 Capital Plan
• FY21 Foundation Financial Statements
• Emeritus Staff Recommendations
February 17, 2022 Meeting Agenda
Agenda Items
• FY23 Room, Board and Apartment Rates
• Parking Presentation
• Advancing Research at EMU Presentation
• Emeritus Staff Recommendations

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

BOARD OF REGENTS
Eastern Michigan University

FINANCE and INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Thursday, February 17, 2022
1 1 :00 a.m.

REGULAR AGENDA

•
•
•
•

FY23 Room, Board and Apartment Rates
Parking Presentation
Advancing Research at EMU Presentation
Emeritus Staff Recommendations

Eastern Michigan University
Finance and Investment Committee
Meeting Minutes
December 9, 2021
The meeting was called to order by Regent Michael Hawks at 1 1 :02 a.m.
A motion was made, seconded and approved to accept the minutes from the October 1 4,
202 1 Finance and Investment Committee meeting.
The agenda included four (4) items.
Section 16:

Recommendation: Student Housing Development Status
It is requested that the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents
approve the selection of Gilbane Company as the University's student
housing system operations partner and authorize the President to negotiate
and finalize a pre-development agreement with Gilbane Company. The
University will work with Gilbane to finalize a pre-development
agreement which will include faculty and student voice.

Section 17:

Recommendation: FY 2022-2023 Capital Budget
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve the Fiscal Year
2022-2023 University Capital Budget appropriation of $1 8.05 million.

Section 18:

Recommendation: Report: 2020-2021 Eastern Michigan University
Foundation Consolidated Financial Report
It is requested that the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents
receive and place on file the Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Consolidated Financial Report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 202 1 .

Section 5:

Recommendation: Emeritus Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to
two (2) staff members.

The meeting was adjourned at 1 1 :57 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Daniel Kelly
Manager - F inancial Analysis, Compliance and Treasury Services

m

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Board of Regents
Finance and Investment Committee
Parking Update
Thursday, February 17, 2022

1

Parking Concess ion Agreement Overview
- I n May 20 1 7 E M U issued an RFQ for i nterested bidders for the
rig hts to the EMU parki ng operatio ns.
- I n the Fal l 20 1 7, E M U issued an RFP for selected bidders .
- April 20 1 8 EMU entered into a Concession Agreement with
Preston Hollow Ca pita l LLC.

2

E EASTERN MICH IGAN UNIVERSITY

Parking Concess ion Agreement Overview
- Concession Agreement (CA) transferred rights and obligations to the EMU
parking system for 35 years in exchange for $55 million in upfront
compensation.
- CA required $4 .2 million of capital expenditures in first 2 years.
- CA outlines requirements associated with ongoing cond ition of parking
facilities
- CA keeps control of violation rates with EMU
- CA dictated future rate increases:
- Max 5% increase for first 5 years
- 6+ years limited increases to the greater of 4% or annual CPI

Parking Concession Funds Use
- The $55m payment from the Concessionaire was a significant
boost to the University and provided for the following benefits:
- Increased financial position for EMU allowing for advantageous credit
rating assessment
- Increased financial position for EMU allowing for debt offerings to
support Sill Hall, Rec IM and Student-Athlete Performance Center
projects without negative credit impacts
- Funded the construction of the $14.5 million Campus Wellness Center
& IHA Urgent Care facilities
- Supported liquidity, additional capital projects and operations

4

Parking System Operator - LAZ Parking
- LAZ parking was selected by Preston Hol low Capital to operate
the pa rki ng system
- LAZ has 40+ yea rs experience in manag ing parking systems

D RI V E N B Y LAZ PA R K I N G

Parking System Operator – LAZ Parking
- LAZ parking has upgrade technologies within the parking
system, including:
- Incorporating License Plate Reader (LPR) technology allowing permit
holders to display their permits via their license plates, rather than
rearview mirror hangtags
- Replacement of older pay lot kiosks with new and modern kiosks with
easier maintenance, paperless validation capability, easier pay options
- Incorporating Text-to-Park for hourly/overnight parking – removing the
need to pay via change
- Online e-commerce system for permit purchases (regular or overnight)

6

Parking System Operator - LAZ Parking
License Plate Reading
/ {LPR) cameras
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Challenges
- LAZ has enforced parking more actively than the University had
previously
- Enforcement has been most public concern from the EMU community
- Technology (LPR) has supported enforcement
- No material changes to parking requirements

- LAZ has been less likely to waive violations than the University
had previously
- Some challenges have arisen in scheduling/arranging payment
for event parking

8

Questions?

9
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Advancing Research at EMU:
ORDA Update on Sponsored Activities
Dr. Wade Tornquist, AVPR
Dr. Erica L. Goff, ORDA Director
Graduate Studies & Research, Office of Research Development and
Administration (ORDA)
EMU Board of Regents
February 17, 2022
1

Graduate Education & Research, Office of
Research Development & Administration
1 . Highlights of Fiscal Year 202 1
2. Progress reports
a.

Current ORDA Portfolio

b. First and Second Quarter Comparison: Proposals by Sponsor and Activity
c. First and Second Quarter Comparison: Awards by Sponsor and Activity
3 . Faculty Development activities: CoRE

Sponsored Proj ects Activity
Highlights in FY21
• Record Fiscal Year: $ 1 5 . 1 M in competitive awards (42% increase v.
FY1 8, 1 0% increase v. FY20)
• $88M total, including $73M in CARES Act/HEERF funds

• $ 1 1 . 7 M in competitive federal & flow-through funds

FY22 Sponsored Activity (Through Dec. 2021)
suson G.

Komen
FOR THE

cure

Complete Portfolio : Total Active Awards*
Sponsor Type
College or University

I

$ Value [

No.

2,592,452

41

66,240,71 8

85

3,95 1 ,222

74

790,250

11

1 1 , 1 70,833

90

Local Govt.

1 ,795,997

28

Other Non-Profit Org

2,372,372

41

Federal
Foundation
Industry
In-State Govt

Out-of-State Govt

TOTAL

*as of 20 JAN 2022

0

$88,913,844
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Awards by Activity Type (Jul – Dec)
FY2019
No.
Faculty/Student
Support
General
Operating
Support

9

-

$ Value
958,212

-

FY2020

FY2021

No.

$ Value

No.

15

951,035

11

-

-

-

$ Value
1,437,393

-

FY2022
No.

$ Value

6

527,964

-

-

Instruction

5

818,226

4

322,684

2

436,449

2

8,250

Public Service

38

4,988,503

48

6,097,398

44

6,075,871

47

6,577,157

Research

16

2,642,910

20

2,850,851

10

1,467,077

18

2,471,211

Training

-

3

55,361

-

-

-

Grand Total

68

9,407,852

90

10,645,372

67

102

12,478,831

Grand Total Thru
June 30

-

128

13,738,992

6

126

9,416,790

73

15,106,825

110

9,584,582
FY
Extrapolation
13,400,000

Awards by Sponsor Type (Jul - Dec)
FY2019
No.
College or
University

FY2020

$ Value

No.

FY2021

$ Value

No.

FY2022

$ Value

No.

$ Value

6

383,196

8

342,927

4

89,189

7

400,867

Federal

11

3,580,454

13

4,241,794

10

3,692,913

11

3,252,891

Foundation

12

235,404

20

246,689

15

376,822

22

356,021

State Govts

22

4,235,332

31

4,491,055

24

4,817,234

18

4,576,371

Industry

4

79,167

4

168,817

4

20,232

4

107,273

Local Govt
Other NonProfit Org

6

316,884

7

462,852

2

136,995

4

283,143

7

577,414

7

323,196

8

283,406

7

608,016

68

9,407,852

90

10,645,373

67

9,416,790

73

102

12,478,831

128

13,738,992

126

15,106,825

110

10,443,761
FY
Extrapolation
13,400,000

Grand Total
Grand Total
Thru June 30

7

Proposals by Activity Type (Jul - Dec)
FY2019
No.
Faculty/Stude
nt Support
General
Operating
Support

FY2020

$ Value

No.

FY2021

$ Value

10

950,507

12

1,828,449

1

3,738

-

-

No.
14

FY2022

$ Value

No.

$ Value

1,398,838

8

1,675,895

-

-

-

-

Instruction
Public
Service

7

911,036

4

529,643

4

2,434,976

2

197,502

33

3,162,144

38

3,690,042

44

3,431,693

45

5,669,488

Research

37

12,559,735

31

7,554,168

27

5,908,666

19

3,445,191

Training

-

1

2,000

1

80,000

Grand Total

88

Grand Total
Thru June
30

187

17,587,160

39,994,401

86

194

13,604,302

8

36,809,669

90

182

13,254,173

34,222,689

74

160

10,988,076

Extrapolated
27,400,000

Proposals by Sponsor Type (Jul - Dec)
FY2019
No.
$ Value

FY2020
No.
$ Value

FY2021
No.
$ Value

FY2022
No.
$ Value

College or
University

11

1,326,358

13

1,538,803

11

2,483,606

5

2,548,088

Federal

26

11,287,402

17

8,407,548

23

6,390,267

23

4,601,866

Foundation

17

2,418,144

22

1,411,544

23

1,476,397

24

1,882,454

State Govts

10

315,154

14

634,051

17

1,425,067

8

934,248

Industry

8

738,777

5

452,394

3

29,909

4

164,273

Local Govt
Other NonProfit Org

4

289,059

7

659,519

5

295,351

4

235,580

12

1,212,266

8

500,443

8

1,153,576

6

621,567

17,587,160

86

13,604,302

90

13,254,173

74

Research
Institution
Grand Total

88

9

10,988,076

ORDA: Supporting Faculty Professional
Development
suson G.

Komen
FOR THE

cure

Faculty Scholarly/Creative Activities :
Fundamental to the EMU Strategic Plan
a. Student
centered
initiatives &
communications

Priority # 1 : Promote student success &
engagement
Priority # 2: Deliver high performing
academic programs & quality research
Priority # 3 : Engage with and serve
EMU and regional communities

I
I
I

b. Address
campus
climate,
barriers

I
I
I

c. Maximize user
experience for ALL
stakeholders

I
I
I

EMU Supports Faculty Scholarly/Creative Activities
• Internal Awards Programs:
•
•
•
•

E.g., Sabbatical, FRF, Summer Research, Brickley Awards
Funded by the EMU General Fund and Donors
Pays to reassign faculty effort from Instruction to Scholarship
Very little may be allocated for SS&M, equipment, travel, students

• Sponsored Projects:
• Outside agencies determine relevance and value
• Pay for the Direct Cost of ambitious faculty professional development
activities
• Reimburse EMU for the associated Indirect Costs to support these ambitious
projects
12

Faculty Headcount & Proposals (Jul - Jun)
FY2019
No.
Faculty

Grand Total
Thru June 30
Total /
100 Faculty
Research
Research /
100 Faculty

$ Value

649

187

12.3

No.

FY2021

$ Value

620

39,994,401

28.8

80

FY2020

194

65

$ Value

592

36,809,669

31.3

20,732,076

No.

182

10.5

54
9.1

No.

$ Value

540

Projected
34,222,689
157

30.7

18,865,182

FY2022

Projected
27,400,000

29.0

12,528,107

40
7.4

Over time, decreasing faculty headcount will impact the number of proposals submissions.

13

6,800,000

EMU Culture of Research Excellence
(CoRE) Grant Writing Program
CoRE is a program that assists in the development of high-quality proposals by
providing faculty with time, grant-writing knowledge, and access to expertise.
1) Proposal development seminar led by ORDA
Research Development Officer Dr. Jennifer Glass;
2) Meetings with program officers;
3) Workshops with external experts; and
4) Protected time for proposal writing.

14

Summary of CoRE Fellows Grant Activity*
Investment

Return

■

■

■
■

Course releases: Winter-Fall (since 2016)
Travel support: DC, Program Officers
Summer writing circles/writing support

■
■

52 Faculty in 6 cohorts
20 I competitive proposals submitted
78 Awards

Total awards to date: $7,115,212
$5 ,980,336 Direct
$ 1 , 1 34,875 Indirect
*as of Dec. 3 1 , 202 1
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SECTION: 15
DATE:
February 18, 2022

RECOMMENDATION
2022-23 ROOM, APARTMENT AND BOARD RATES
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve an average increase of3.0% in the occupancy rates for
Residence Halls and Apartments. In addition, it is recommended that the Board or Regents also approve an
increase from $1,000 to $1,600 as the annual surcharge for a single unit in the Residence Halls. The AY21
single surcharge amount was $2,500. It is also recommended that the Board of Regents approve a 4.78%
average increase for meal plan rates for Academic Year 2022-23.
STAFF SUMMARY
This recommendation is for an increase of $180/academic year or $22.50/month for all occupants in the
Residence Halls. The percent increase in double occupant Residence Hall rates ranges from 3.0% to 3.7%,
depending on location. Currently, there is an additional charge to have a single room. The current "upcharge"
is $1,000/year. This recommendation is to increase that additional charge to $1,600/year for all single
occupants. The additional charge for a single unit in AY21 was $2,500/year. Apartment rates are
recommended to also increase $180/academic year or $22.50/month. The percent increase in apartment rates
ranges from 2.2% to 3.8%. These price increases will continue to support the University's ongoing investment
in improving the quality of residential facilities, at the same time, try and make housing rates affordable for
Eastern Michigan University students.
This recommendation also requests an increase of 4.78% on meal plans. It was reported in the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics June 2021 report, that the wage inflation rate for the hospitality industry increased by 5.0% and
that the local Detroit Food Away from Home rate increased by 11.0%, over the past twelve months. Since the
partnerships with Chartwell's, EMU students have experienced an annual increase of 2.49% in meal plan
pricing. The average annual increase was 4.42% in the preceding five years of the EMU's partnership with
Chartwells.
The recommended Academic Year 2022-23 room, apartment, and board rates are attached.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
These proposed rates will be reflected in the Housing and Dining sections of the FY22-23 Auxiliary budget
recommendation that will be presented to the Board of Regents in June 2022.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.
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�Halls
Best. Buell, Downi-., Phelps, Sellers,
Watton, Wise, & Putnam
Double Occupancy
Single Occupancy

Academic Year
2021-2022

I

1

I

'

1

-

Recommended , Academic Year'
Price clianae $
2022·20U
'

$5,450
$6,450

$180
$780

$5,630
$7,230

3.30%

HIH, Hoyt, & Pittman
Double Occupancy
Single Occupancy

$4,910
$5,910

$180
$780

$5,090
$6,690

3.67"

VIiiage
Double Occupancy
Single Occupancy

$5,980
$6,980

$180
$780

$6,160
$7,760

3.01"

Recommendation Is to Increase the Slngle upcharp from $1.000/year to $1,600/vear. It was $2,500 In m1.
Academic Year,
2021-2022

Recommended

Academic Year
2022-2023

Efficiency/Studio
Large Studio/Small One Bedroom
Regular One Bedroom

$6,888
$7,450
$8,034

$180
$180
$180

$7,068
$7,630
$8,214

2.61"

Large One Bedroom
Suite

$5,494
$5,494

$180
$180

$5,674
$5,674

3.28"
3.28"

One Bedroom - UF (Basic)
One Bedroom - UF
One Bedroom - F (Basic)
One Bedroom - F
Double O«uponq
Two Bedroom - UF (Basic)
Two Bedroom - UF
Two Bedroom - F (Basic)
Two Bedroom - F

$6,712
$6,962
$7,162
$7,412

$180
$180
$180
$180

$6,892
$7,142
$7,342
$7,592

2.68"
2.59"
2.51"
2A3"

$4,750
$5,000
$5,200
$5,450

$180
$180
$180
$180

$4,930
$5,180
$5,380
$5,630

3.79"
3.609'
3.469'
3.309'

601 West Forest (all units)

$5,376

$180

$5,556

3.35"

n-Campus Apartments
Brown/Munson

Sln,le o«uponty

Double o«upancy

Prlc:e chan

2.42"
2.24"

CorneN Couns/Westvlew

Single Occupancy

Excluding Single Room Premium

r

3.03"
1

I

'

New Meal Plan
E-Style Anytime
E-Style 3 per day
E-Style 2 per day
E-Style Freestyle

Class
Description
FR/SO/JR/SR
Unlimited at Commons
FR/SO/JR/SR
3 meals per day
FR/SO/JR/SR
2 meals per day
SO/JR/SR 1 meal per day + $850 Flex

AY22 Recommended Meal Plan
Annual Cost Flex/sem
Tfr/sem
$
5,725 $
100
75
$
5,725 $
100
0
$
5,500 $
100
0
$
5,100 $
850
0

AY23 Recommended Meal Plan
Annual Cost Flex/sem
Tfr/sem
$
6,030 $
100
75
$
6,030 $
100
0
$
5,800 $
100
0
$
5,253 $
850
0

Recommended Annual Increase
Amount
Percent
$
305
5 33%
$
305
5 33%
$
300
5.45%
$
153
3 00%
4.8%

10-Year Room and Board and Tuition % Increase
Academic Year Res. Halls Apartments Board

Tuition

2022-23(Double) 3.33%

2.97%

4.78%

TBD

2021-22(Double) 3.44%

3.06%

3.04%

4.16%

2020-21

2.07%

3.31%

2.95%

4.23%

2019-20

2.37%

2.88%

2.67%

4.40%

2018-19

2.88%

2.97%

2.75%

3.88%

2017-18

3.33%

2.20%

2.00%

3.91%

2016-17

4.00%

4.00%

1.50%

4.10%

2015-16

4.00%

5.00%

5.00%

7.85%

2014-15

4.00%

4.00%

4.00%

3.20%

2013-14

3.75%

1.55%

3.75%

3.75%

2012-13

4.95%

4.95%

4.95%

3.95%

3.48%

3.39%

3.26%

4.34%

10-year average

Engaging Civil Rights and
Social Justice Needs in
Southeast Michigan:
The EMU Civil Rights & Social
Justice Center Pilot Year
BARBARA PATRICK, DEPARTMENT OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE

1

Purpose and Aims


Engage ongoing and historical civil rights and social justice issues
impacting vulnerable citizens and the larger community



Expand partnerships with government and community organizations



Leverage faculty research and DEI expertise to provide workshops,
training, and forums serving working professionals



Create opportunities to promote student engagement in civil rights
and social justice research and work

2

Faculty Affiliates

3

Faculty Affiliates

4

5

Upcoming Events

Event One: Speaking to the Civil
Right Needs Today


Invited speaker: Victoria
Burton- Harris



Prosecutor and Civil Rights
Activist in Detroit



Speaks to Civil Rights and
social justice today (economic,
gender, and racial issues)



Purpose: Reach out and invite
community organizations and
social activist entities in
Southeast Michigan

6

Event Two: DEI Workshop &
Professional Development


Invited Speakers: EMU and External
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
Scholars



Speaks to status of current efforts
to address DEI needs in the public
and private sectors and tools to
address those needs



Target Audience: Working
professionals and students

7

Event Three: Building Relationships
& Collaborations


Invited Speaker: Dr. David
Beckley, Former President Rust
College



Speaks to the significance of
the Civil Rights Movement,
collaboration, and current
environment



Purpose: Build and expand
relationships with Rust College
and HBCUs

8

Event Four: Preserving Civil Rights
History


Invited Speaker: Leroy
Clemons, Civil Rights Activist,
President of the Philadelphia
Coalition



Philadelphia Coalition-a
racial healing group,
instrumental in convicting
Edgar Ray Killen of murder
of 3 slain CRs Workers in MS



Purpose: Highlight the
significance of CRM and
work of the center

9

Event Five: Preserving Civil Rights
History


Event: Engaging Conversations of
EMU’s history of civil rights
involvement and efforts



Panel discussion with EMU
Archives, faculty and community
experts



Purpose: Highlight and capture
EMU’s civil rights history and
strength community relations
through explorations of the
Southern migration to Ypsilanti
EMU Archives
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Event Six: Policing & Social Justice
Roundtable


Event: Roundtable discussion
with police chiefs of
Southeastern Michigan



Purpose: Invite EMU experts into
conversation with chiefs from
distressed cities and social
justice issues



Purpose: Outreach, Service,
Collaborations, and Research
Opportunities

11

Rust College Partnership


Rust College (Oldest HBCU in MS)



Partner in Civil Rights Travel Tour



Shared Symposium Research
(EMU/ Rust College)



Faculty Collaborations



Community Activism

12

Event Seven: Student Scholars
Working Across Geographic
Boundaries


Function: EMU & Rust College
students complete civil
rights/social justice research
projects for EMU
Undergraduate Symposium



Purpose: Train future scholars,
advance research, expand
relationship with Rust College

13
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What’s Next????

What’s Next??
Organized Housing of CR
Entities at EMU


Human Rights Initiatives



EMU SMART



College DEI Entities



EMU Archives



Staff & Command



Faculty Experts



Others

15
Police Partnerships &
Training


Strength partnerships with MCOLES
and local law enforcement



Provide training, research, and
initiatives address ongoing civil
rights and service equity issues
impacting vulnerable citizens



Host public forums, and lecture
series, round table discussions, and
work with community organization

What’s Next??
Service & Community
Engagement/ DEI Training




Host community forums and work
with local community
action/activist groups to engage
ongoing challenges to civil rights

16
Research & Partnerships


Provide support for faculty scholars
pursuing research and funding
grants in civil rights and social
justice research



Build relationships with both the US
and Michigan Civil Rights
Commission to explore funded
research and work with HUD and
EEOC



Pursue state and federal funding

Utilize faculty expertise to offer DEI
training to public, private, and
nonprofit organizations

What’s Next??
Mississippi Connection




Expand the civil rights travel class
experience
Further develop and explore
relationship with Rust College and
other southern civil rights/social
justice entities

17

Student Engagement


Expand joint student research



Provide support for student
research



Partner with McNair,
Brotherhood/Sisterhood Initiative,
etc.

EMU Interdisciplinary
Affiliates/Committee Members


Barbara Patrick (Political Science



Barry Pyle (Political Science)



Beth Currans (Women & Gender Studies)



Rita Shah (Criminology)



Christine Neufeld (English)



Stephen Jefferson (Psychology)



Peter Blackman (Africology & African American Studies)



Dyann Logwood (Women & Gender Studies)



Mary Elizabeth Murphy (History & Philosophy)



Doug Baker (College of Education)

18

19

Questions???

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: B
DATE: 2/17/2022

RECOMMENDATION
TO APPROVE REVISIONS TO BOARD POLICIES
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents of Eastern Michigan University approve the attached
revisions to existing Board Policies:
Revisions
Section 6.1.2
Section 7.1.2

General Undergraduate CmTicular Requirements
Admission Graduate Admission Standard

STAFF SUMMARY
All University policies must be approved by The Board of Regents of Eastern Michigan
University. A University policy is defined by all of the following: a) has broad application
throughout the University; and b) helps to ensme compliance with applicable laws and regulations,
promotes operational efficiencies, enhances the university's mission or reduces institutional risks.
fu an ongoing effo1i to enhance the transparency of the actions of the University and to align
University practice with Board policy, Board Policies are subject to ongoing review and updated
as appropriate. All Board Policies are published.
The policies listed for revisions above contain recommended updates in accordance with the
attachments, which include the existing policies with the changes highlighted.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The propo d Boar
tion as een reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.
dl -1 A
j
University Executive Officer
Lauren M. London
General Counsel

2.1 7.2021
Date

EMU Board of Regents Policy
Section:
Title:
Requirements
Last Revised:
Last Reviewed:

06 Academic Programs and Requirements
06.01.02 General Undergraduate Curricular
07/07/2020
07/07/2020

Degree Requirements
Each curriculum leading to a bachelor's degree requires a minimum of ™120 semester hours of
academic credit at the 1 00-level and above. Courses with numbers below 1 00 will not be counted toward
this degree requirement. No more than eight hours of credit in physical education activity courses may
be applied to this minimum of)�4 semester hew:s e11:eept that shldents majoring in P-hysiael Bdueatien,
ReoFeetion or Danee fft9'..t' opf)I)' totheminimum l34 eredit hot1FS the-mintmum nwnber ofhollfll ia
aeli:vity eol¼FSes FeElllireEI for their ros�eeti'Ye mejors120 semester hours.

General Education Program Requirements
The General Education Program sets up minimum requirements which all students in the University
must meet in five broad areas of study: Effective Communication, Quantitative Reasoning, Perspectives
on Diversity, Knowledge of the Disciplines, and Leaming Beyond the Classroom.
ARtinim1:1m tetal of39 semes,er haYrs i:ndie GeneF&l-eduoaHoe ProgHm is req1:1ireEi.

Requirements In Majors and Minors
Each student must complete a major of at least 30 unique semester hours and a minor of not less than 20
unique semester hours with the following exception: a student who completes a major which requires
more than 50 hours will not be required to complete a minor, unless required by the major program.
Hours of credit counted in a minor may not also be applied to a major or another minor, or vice versa.
General Education courses may be applied toward a major or minor, where appropriate.
Credits in the required 121 EAgliS:h oorapesiiienEffective Communication - Writing course and credits
in professional education courses do not count toward majors and minors, except in cases where such
courses are specifically required or indicated as permissible as part of that major or minor.

Residency Requirements
Candidates for the bachelor's degree must earn at least 30 semester hours at Eastern Michigan
University. These 30 hours may be taken on or off campus, or online.

Of the last 30 semester hours prior to the granting of the bachelor's degree, at least 1 0 hours must be
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taken in courses offered by Eastern Michigan University. These 1 0 hours may be taken either on or off
campus or online.
Students with credit from a junior or community college must earn a minimum of 60 semester hours
exclusive ofjunior or community college credit. This rule may be waived if a program-to-program
articulation agreement is involved and the agreement is approved by the appropriate Eastern Michigan
University departmental faculty, department head, and college dean and a Provost's office
representative.

Scholarship
No student will be graduated ifhiser her their cumulative grade point average is less than 2.0. To be
eligible for graduation, a student must also maintain a minimum grade point average of 2.0 in each
major and minor (some programs may require a higher GPA based on approved program requirements).

Course Level
At least 6 credits in 300-level or higher courses must be earned at EMU in each minor.
At least 9 credits in 300-level or higher courses must be earned at EMU in each major.
At least 1 5 credits in 300-level or higher courses must be earned at EMU in each major which does not
require a minor.

Limit on Hours In One Subject
Not more than 60 semester hours in any one subject code may be applied toward the minimum of
-l-24120 hours required for a bachelor's degree, unless specifically waived as part of the curriculum
approval process.

Requirements for Undergraduate Certificates
The following are the minimum requirements for an Undergraduate Certificate:
•

•
•

An undergraduate ce�ificate may only be offered in conjunction with or subsequent to a baccalaureate degree. They
cannot be 'stand-alone' certificates, offered to students who are not pursuing or do not have a previously earned
bachelor's degree. For students pursuing an undergraduate certificate concurrent with a bachelor's degree, the
certificate will be awarded upon graduation.
An undergraduate certificate will consist of a minimum of six credits at the 300-level or above, all of which must be
taken at EMU. Prerequisite or lower-level coursework may be transferred from another university or community
college.
Credits used to satisfy certificate course requirements cannot also be used to satisfy major, minor, or general
education requirements.

An undergraduate certificate must require a minimum of 15 credit hours.

University Graduate and Undergraduate Catalogs
The University Graduate and Undergraduate eetalegcatalogs are the organs for promulgation of official
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University policy concerning curriculum, degree requirements, course offerings, and the like. The
Catalogs are revised annually and, upon approval of the Board of Regents, become official University
policy.

Authority for Creation and Revision:
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, March 2, 1964; para. . 8.0l.41M.
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, February 19, 1969; para. .753M.
Minutes ofthe Board of Regents, March 19, 1980; para. 2214M.
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, June 17, 1997; para. . 5250M.
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, February 19, 2013
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, December 15, 2017
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, June 22, 2018
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, June 18, 2020
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Section:

Tide:

Requirements
Last Revised:
Last Reviewed:

06 Academic Programs and Requirements
06.01.02 General Undergraduate Curricular
Not Set
Not Set

Degree Requirements
Each curriculum leading to a bachelor's degree requires a minimum of 120 semester hours of academic
credit at the 1 00-level and above. Courses with numbers below 100 will not be counted toward this
degree requirement. No more than eight hours of credit in physical education activity courses may be
applied to this minjmum of 120 semester hours.

General Education Program Requirements
The General Education Program sets up minimum requirements which all students in the University
must meet in five broad areas of study: Effective Communication, Quantitative Reasoning, Perspectives
on Diversity, Knowledge of the Disciplines, and Leaming Beyond the Classroom.

Requirements In Majors and Minors
Each student must complete a major of at least 30 unique semester hours and a minor of not less than 20
unique semester hours with the following exception: a student who completes a major which requires
more than 50 hours will not be required to complete a minor, unless required by the major program.
Hours of credit counted in a minor may not also be applied to a major or another minor, or vice versa.
General Education courses may be applied toward a major or minor, where appropriate.
Credits in the required Effective Communication - Writing course and credits in professional education
courses do not count toward majors and minors, except in cases where such courses are specifically
required or indicated as permissible as part of that major or minor.

Residency Requirements
Candidates for the bachelor's degree must earn at least 30 semester hours at Eastern Michigan
University. These 30 hours may be taken on or off campus, or online.
Of the last 30 semester hours prior to the granting of the bachelor's degree, at least l O hours must be
taken in courses offered by Eastern Michigan University. These IO hours may be taken either on or off
campus or online.
Students with credit from a junior or community college must earn a minimum of 60 semester hours
exclusive ofjunior or community college credit. This rule may be waived if a program-to-program
articulation agreement is involved and the agreement is approved by the appropriate Eastern Michigan
University departmental faculty, department head, and college dean and a Provost's office
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representative.

Scholarship
No student will be graduated if their cumulative grade point average is less than 2.0. To be eligible for
graduation, a student must also maintain a minimum grade point average of 2.0 in each major and minor
(some programs may require a higher GPA based on approved program requirements).

Course Level
At least 6 credits in 300-level or higher courses must be earned at EMU in each minor.
At least 9 credits in 300-level or higher courses must be earned at EMU in each major.
At least 15 credits in 300-level or higher courses must be earned at EMU in each major which does not
require a minor.

Limit on Hours In One Subject
Not more than 60 semester hours in any one subject code may be applied toward the minimum of 120
hours required for a bachelor's degree> unless specifically waived as part of the curriculum approval
process.

Requirements for Undergraduate Certificates
The following are the minimum requirements for an Undergraduate Certificate:
•

•
•

An undergraduate cenificate may only be offered in conjunction with or subsequent to a baccalaureate degree. They
cannot be 'stand-alone' certificates, offered to students who are not pursuing or do not have a previously earned
bachelor's degree. For students pursuing an undergraduate certificate concurrent with a bachelor's degree, the
certificate will be awarded upon graduation.
An undergraduate certificate will consist ofa minimum of six credits at the 300-level or above, all of which must be
taken at EMU. Prerequisite or lower-level coursework may be transferred from another university or community
college.
Credits used to satisfy certificate course requirements cannot also be used to satisfy major, minor, or general
education requirements.

An undergraduate certificate must require a minimum of 15 credit hours.

University Graduate and Undergraduate Catalogs
The University Graduate and Undergraduate catalogs are the organs for promulgation of official
University policy concerning curriculum, degree requirements, course offerings, and the like. The
Catalogs are revised annually and, upon approval of the Board of Regents, become official University
policy.

Authority for Creation and Revision:
Minutes ofthe Board of Regents, March 2, 1964; para. .8.01 .4 1M.
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Minutes ofthe Board of Regents, February 19, 1969; para. .753M.
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, March 19, 1980; para. 22J4M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, June 17, 1997; para. .5250M.
Minutes of the Board ofRegents, February 19, 2013
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, December IS, 2017
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, June 22, 2018
Minutes ofthe Board ofRegents, June 18, 2020
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EMU Board of Regents Policy
Section:
07 Admission and Financial Aid
Title:
07.01.02 Admission Graduate Admission Standard
Last Revised:
03/21/2006
Last Reviewed: 02/07/2019

University Policy Statement
It is the policy of the University to set admission requirements and admit qualified applicants to graduate
programs based on University, Graduate School, and program criteria.

University Practice
The ktllei,v4ng aR! geAeml aniS9iOA re(tuiremeHts forgmeuate pr�raduate School sets
minimum standards for admission, which include:
• The earned equivalent of a four-year U.S. bacheloc's degteefrom an accredited c9llege or
university, minimum grade point average. and minimum English language proficiency test scores
for most international applicants.
The following are general application requirements for admission to the Graduate School:
-The completed University graduate application fonn,- the applicable nonrefundable application
fee, personal statement _and &lithe official undergraduate at1d gtttdl:lftte eellege ffftflseripls
• TIie e&A1ed eq1tha1etttefe feur�U.S. �&ler'5 eegN&-ff'iHD1111.&el!ffdited eellege er�i�,efllit,college
transcript from the institution that awarded the a1mlicant's bachelo.r's degree,
International applicants must also provide:
• A statement of financial responsibility (Fl or J 1 visa holders)
• Standardized English language test scores
Academic programs may require additional admission material. including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program application form
Standardized test scores
Personal statement
Letters of recommendation
Transcripts not reguired by the Graduate School
Portfolio, audition, interview or writing sample
Resume

Doctoral and Specialist Degree Admission

Each program sets its own admission criteria; at a level greater than or egual to the Graduate School's
minimum requirements. This includes minimum grade point average for bachelor's or mastets degree
work, test score FeEtttit=emeatreguirements. and list-ef.required admission documents. Details may be
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found in the Graduate Catalog.

Master's and MFA Degree, Graduate and Advanced Graduate Certificate Program
Admission

Each program sets its own admission criteria-, ataleyel greater than or equal to the Graduate School's
minimum requirements. This includes minimum grade point average for bachelor's or master's degree
work, test score FeE1Nir-emeAtrequirements, and �required admission documents. Applicants may
also be admitted conditionally based on various deficiencies or undergraduate senior status. Details may
be found in the Graduate Catalog.

Non-Degree Admission
Non-degree admission is possible and appropriate for those individuals who seek: 1) self- enrichment;
2) continuing education; 3) teaching endorsements or teaching certificate maintenance. It does not lead
to a graduate degree or certificate. It may be appropriate for applicants attempting to determine program
of choice for graduate admission.

Responsibility for Implementation
The Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs and the Vice President for
Enrollment Services are responsible for administration and interpretation of this policy.

Scope of Policy Coverage
This policy applies to all applicants for graduate admission to Eastern Michigan University.
Authority for Creation and Revision:

Minutes ofthe Board of Regents, June 22, 1977; para. .1817M.
Minutes ofthe Board of Regents, January 18, 1978; para. . 1881M.
Minutes oftheBoard of Regents, March 21, 2006; para. .6590M.
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EMU Board of Regents Policy
Section:
Title:

Last Revised:
Last Reviewed:

07 Admission and Financial Aid
07.01.02 Admission Graduate Admission Standard

03/21/2006
Not Set

University Policy Statement
It is the policy of the University to set admission requirements and admit qualified applicants to graduate
programs based on University, Graduate School, and program criteria.

University Practice
The Graduate School sets minimum standards for admission, which include:
• The earned equivalent of a four-year U.S. bachelor's degree from an accredited college or
university, minimum grade point average, and minimum English language proficiency test scores
for most international applicants.
The following are general application requirements for admission to the Graduate School:
• The completed University graduate application fonn, the applicable nonrefundable application
fee, and the official undergraduate college transcript from the institution that awarded the
applicant's bachelor's degree.
International applicants must also provide:
• A statement of financial responsibility (F l or JI visa holders)
• Standardized English language test scores
Academic programs may require additional admission material, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program application fonn
Standardized test scores
Personal statement
Letters of recommendation
Transcripts not required by the Graduate School
Portfolio, audition, interview or writing sample
Resume

Doctoral and Specialist Degree Admission
Each program sets its own admission criteria at a level greater than or equal to the Graduate School's
minimum requirements. This includes minimum grade point average for bachelor's or master's degree
work, test score requirements, and required admission documents. Details may be found in the Graduate
Catalog.

Master's and MF A Degree, Graduate and Advanced Graduate Certificate Program
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Admission

Each program sets its own admission criteria at a level greater than or equal to the Graduate School's
minimum requirements. This includes minimum grade point average for bachelor's or master's degree
work, test score requirements, and required admission documents. Applicants may also be admitted
conditionally based on various deficiencies or undergraduate senior status. Details may be found in the
Graduate Catalog.

Non-Degree Admission

Non-degree admission is possible and appropriate forthose individuals who seek: l ) self- enrichment;
2) continuing education; 3) teaching endorsements or teaching certificate maintenance. It does not lead
to a graduate degree or certificate. It may be appropriate for applicants attempting to detennine program
of choice for graduate admission.

Responsibility for Implementation
The Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs and the Vice President for
Enrollment Services are responsible for administration and interpretation of this policy.

Scope of Policy Coverage
This policy applies to all applicants for graduate admission to Eastern Michigan University.
Authority for Creation and Revision:

Minutes of the Board of Regents, June 22, l 977; para.. 18 l 7M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, January 18, 1978; para . . 188 IM.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, March 21, 2006; para . .6590M.
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Matthew Lige, a 28-year public safety veteran in Washtenaw County, became executive director
of public safety and chief of police in September 2021. Lige, 51, previously served as Deputy
Chief of Police/Assistant Director of Emergency Management at Washtenaw Community
College. From 1997 to 2018 he was a member of the Ann Arbor Police Department, starting as
patrol officer and rising to Commander of the Investigative Division and Administrative Division
as Lieutenant. From 1994 to 1997 he was a patrol officer with the Ypsilanti Police Department.
"We are excited to welcome Chief Lige to the Eastern Michigan University community,” said
University President James Smith. “Chief Lige’s commitment to a community-oriented approach
to policing and to serving our students, faculty and staff is evident. At the same time, he
understands the deep challenges in trust and accountability that face police officers and
departments locally and nationwide, and the importance of building positive collaborations and
relationships across campus.
“His work at Washtenaw Community College, combined with his 22 years as an officer, sergeant
and detective for the Ann Arbor Police Department, and his three years as an officer in the
Ypsilanti Police Department, provide an outstanding base of knowledge about our campus and
the greater Ypsilanti/Washtenaw community.”
"I'm humbled to have been selected to lead the public safety team at EMU,” said Lige. “I'm
aware of the challenging relationship between law enforcement and the communities they serve
across our nation. I have a strong commitment to the principles of accountability, transparency
and legitimacy in the delivery of safety services to all students, faculty, staff and visitors.”
Lige will lead a department of public safety with a staff of more than 50, including 30 sworn
officers, that focuses on community policing with regular and direct interaction with students,
faculty and staff by foot patrols, bike and motor vehicle. University investments in the
department include a new police headquarters building that opened in September 2009, bodyworn cameras for all of its officers, de-escalation training and a special victims unit with trained
officers.
He is an Eastern alumnus, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Public Administration. He also
attended Police Chief Executive School at Michigan State University and participated in Eastern
Michigan University’s Staff and Command Program.

President’s Report
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Feb. 17, 2022
Madam Chair and Distinguished Members of the Board of Regents:
I begin by thanking our guest speakers for sharing their thoughts and perspectives. I particularly
want to acknowledge the individuals who bravely spoke on the matter of sexual assault.
As I have stated many times, these allegations are serious and disturb me deeply as your
President.
There is no place for sexual assault on or off our campus and we will continue to do everything
in our power to prevent it from happening. Our staff in law enforcement, Title IX, student affairs,
and elsewhere work tirelessly every day to try to create a safe and supportive environment for
students, faculty, and staff.
Contrary to some of the allegations, the University is steadfast in its commitment to respond to
reports of sexual misconduct. Any accusation that the University covered up crimes of sexual
assault is false.
As I have noted, the University has engaged the external firm of Cozen O’Connor, with which
the University had no prior relationship, to review and audit our Title IX and related policies,
procedures, and actions regarding these events. To date, the firm has reviewed tens of
thousands of university documents spanning four to five years, from Title IX, Greek Life, Student
Affairs, DPS, the Registrar's Office, IT, Housing, and other administrative offices. Cozen
O’Connor has also interviewed many people at the university, including current and former
employees, as well as Ypsilanti Police Department officers and representatives of the local
prosecutor's offices. The firm’s report, when completed, will be shared with the campus
community. We will undoubtedly be given recommendations about where we can do better; we
will address those head-on.
We also appreciate the concerned parents and employees of Ann Arbor Learning Community
who came forward to speak today. I want to take this opportunity to thank them for coming
forward, and also to briefly set the record straight on what the University has done, and what
it does and does not have the power to do, as AALC's authorizer.
Eastern has served as AALC's contractual charter school authorizer for 24 years. It has been
with sadness and regret that we have watched as AALC’s enrollment suffered significant
declines in recent years – from 273 students two years ago to less than 40 now. The drop in
enrollment has, in turn, had a devastating effect on AALC's finances.
In November 2021, after much discussion with the school, EMU made the extremely difficult
decision not to renew the school's current contract. At that time, our Charter Schools Office
sent a letter to AALC laying out the reasons for the non-renewal, which takes effect at the end
of the current school year, July 1, 2022. Such a decision does not mean automatic closure of
the school - it is just a finding that Eastern can no longer serve as AALC's contractual
authorizer for this charter as of July 1st. The school may find another authorizer, wind up
affairs, or take other action. To assist the school in this transition, and
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pursuant to the charter contract between the University and AALC, Eastern appointed a
Conservator for the school in December - a decision that our Board of Regents ratified today.
At no time has Eastern advocated -- nor would we ever advocate -- for a school to be closed
during the school year. Such a result is exceedingly disruptive for the students, parents, and
entire school community. We have sent letters and had numerous conversations with AALC,
its staffing company, Axios, and the State of Michigan, fiercely advocating that the school
remain open to finish out the school year. We will continue to advocate that the school remain
open as long as possible this school year, and will work with the State to the best of our
ability on this.
Again, I appreciate our speakers' time and commitment to this school.
I have several other important items to cover in today’s report.
It gives me great pleasure to announce a new position at the executive leadership level of the
University: the position of Chief Diversity Officer.
It is fitting to announce this important and exciting development during Black History Month.
Supporting our diverse communities, and embracing equity and inclusion, have been
foundational building blocks of our great institution for decades and are a source of great pride
and distinction.
I am pleased to announce Dr. Doris Fields as the University’s interim chief diversity officer, while
the University conducts a national search for the permanent position. Dr. Fields currently serves
as Assistant Vice President of Academic Programs and Initiatives, and she is a tenured
professor in the School of Communication, Media, and Theatre Arts. Her areas of specialization
include interracial and interethnic communication, and intercultural communication.
She brings a wealth of experience to this role, including more than 20 years of exceptional
service at EMU. Dr. Fields will report to me with a dotted-line report to Dr. Rhonda Longworth,
provost and executive vice president of Academic and Student Affairs.
The Chief Diversity Officer’s responsibilities include developing and implementing the
University’s diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging strategic plan in alignment with the
University’s Strategic Plan, and leading the Office of Diversity and Community Involvement.
The creation of this position was recommended by the President’s Commission on Diversity,
Inclusion, and Equity, which was established in 2018. While the Commission has completed its
work, the University continues to evaluate and pursue its recommendations. This action is also
part of the University’s Strategic Plan.
We will continue to update the campus about the timeline for a search for a permanent Chief
Diversity Officer. I thank Dr. Fields for accepting this new role and I hope everyone will join me in
welcoming her to this important position.
Our campus community has assembled a strong schedule of programming to celebrate Black
History Month. Several events remain over the next week and a half. Of special note: tomorrow,
at noon, the University will present a look at the life and legacy of Emeritus Professor Judy
Sturgis Hill, who passed away in 2019. A live social media event will take place featuring a panel
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discussion about Dr. Sturgis Hill with comments from some of the many people she touched in
her distinguished career. Panelists include Dr. Doris Fields, Dr. Kathleen Stacey, Dr.

Ray Quiel, Keith Jason, and Regent Alex Simpson. Please visit the University’s Black History
Month website for details and the full schedule of upcoming events.
It is with great sadness that we acknowledge the passing of Regent Emeritus Gary Hawks,
father of current Board Vice Chair Mike Hawks and father-in-law of Sam Jensen, director of
planned giving for the EMU Foundation. As many of you know, Gary Hawks’ career revolved
around higher education. He served as Executive Vice President for University Relations at
Eastern for many years. He later served as Michigan’s Superintendent for Public Instruction on
two different occasions. He returned to Eastern to serve on the Board of Regents from 2007 to
2010. Our deepest sympathies to the Hawks family and to his many friends and colleagues.
In closing, please join me in acknowledging alumnus Steve Klotz, president and CEO of the
Huizenga Group in Grand Rapids. Mr. Klotz recently made a $1 million gift to the College of
Business. The funds will establish the Stephen J. Klotz Financial Learning Center. The gift is
part of the University’s current comprehensive fundraising campaign, Give Rise: The Campaign
for Eastern Michigan University.
Additional information and accomplishments are listed in the appendix to this report on the
University website.
Thank you, Chair Jeffries.
James M. Smith, Ph.D.
President
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Recognition
•

EMU sophomore Synene Abukaram was a winner in the Dr Pepper Tuition Giveaway
program during the Big 10 Championship on Dec. 4. Abukaram took home the
$100,000 grand prize. Abukaram is majoring in athletic training and is on the EMU
rowing team.

•

Interior Design students from the GameAbove College of Engineering &
Technology were recently honored with the top three spots during the 14th annual
National CET Student Awards, sponsored by the major Swedish software company,
Configura. Jillian Sitkiewicz placed first, Kelsey Shields placed second, and Olivia
Grant placed third. EMU has participated in the student rendering category of the
National CET Student Awards for the past four years and this is the third consecutive
year that all three top spots have been awarded to EMU interior design students.

•

Assistant Director of the Honors College, Jieron Robinson, and three EMU Honors
College students headlined a lively 75-minute workshop on enhancing diversity and
inclusion in Honors education at the 6th Annual conference of the National Society
for Minorities in Honors (NSFMIH). Student presenters were Brianna Terrell,
president of the Black Honors Student Organization (BHSO); Ondrakus Smith Jr.,
BHSO Treasurer; and Tierra Tresvant, Honors College Diversity Equality and
Inclusion (DEI) Fellow. A generous grant from EMU Women in Philanthropy funded the
students’ travel.

•

The James H. Brickley Endowment for Faculty Professional Development and
Innovation awards for Fall 2021 have been announced. Recipients include:
Muhammad Ahmed (GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology),
Cassandra Barragan (School of Social Work), Danny Bonenberger, Nancy Bryk,
and Matthew Cook (Department of Geography and Geology), Dr. Quentin
Hunter and Devika Choudhuri (College of Education), Surabhi Jaiswal (Department
of Physics and Astronomy), Mary-Elizabeth Murphy (Department of History), Dr.
Heather Hutchins-Wiese (Health and Human Sciences) and Dr. Claudia Drossel
(Department of Psychology).

•

Part-time lecturer Yael Rothfeld from EMU’s School of Music and Dance
was named one of 25 semifinalists for the Recording Academy and GRAMMY
Museum’s 2022 Music Educator Award.

•

The College of Business MBA program has been named among the nation's “Best
Part-Time MBA Programs” by Fortune in its 2021 ranking. According to Fortune, the
MBA programs reflect top-notch curriculums and access to world-class business
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school professors, who have a track-record of seeing their alumni climb to the tops of
the Fortune 500 world.

Of Note
•

With the help of a $445,000 grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Eastern Michigan professors and students will explore how preschool-aged children
control their behavior and emotion in different environmental settings and what
contributing factors make it harder for them to lose control. The three-year research
study, led by Assistant Professor of Psychology Jamie Lawler, and Associate
Professor of Psychology Angela Staples, will involve 100 families mainly in
Washtenaw County and neighboring cities. Undergraduate and graduate students will
help collect and observe the data related to sleep patterns, socioeconomic status and
cortisol, the body’s primary stress hormone and how these factors interact with a
child’s wellbeing.

•

Exposing high school and middle school students to various STEM fields is a point of
pride for the GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology. The AT&T
Foundation recognized this commitment with a $42,000 grant to support the college’s
Digital Divas program. The grant will support educational needs with the creation of
two 30-minute pilot television programs highlighting Digital Divas, a program designed
to attract more female students to STEM careers. The pilot series will be available to
all school districts throughout Michigan. In addition, EMU will purchase and distribute
after-school math kits to fifth- grade students in the coming months.

•

The Digital Divas program is teaming up with CODE 313 and PNC Foundation to
create two all-girl esports teams for high school students in Detroit. Through this
collaboration, students will have the opportunity to explore areas of STEM through the
world of competitive gameplay. The Digital Divas program was founded in 2010 with
the mission of encouraging girls to explore the areas of STEM. CODE 313 was
established to enrich children in computer science education like coding, cybersecurity,
robotics and virtual reality among others. They are collaborating for the first time ever
to encourage girls to explore technology through electronic sports.

•

EMU launched a Lori’s Hands chapter after receiving funding from the Michigan
Health Endowment Fund. Lori’s Hands creates mutually beneficial service-learning
partnerships between older adults with chronic illness and college students. EMU
students assist older adults, individuals with chronic conditions, and their caregivers in
both Wayne and Washtenaw counties with essential day-to-day activities such as
grocery shopping, housekeeping, and meal preparation. Simultaneously, clients play a
role in students’ education: interns from the schools of social work and nursing and
campus volunteers will develop insight and empathy into chronic illness and will
develop skills relevant to their future professions.
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•

The Feb. 10 episode of EMU Today TV, which can be found on Eastern’s YouTube
channel, features an inside look at a new $1 million gift to the Eastern Michigan
University College of Business, and outlines the University’s new Executive
Certificate in Entrepreneurship and its $25,000 venture challenge for new startup
businesses.

•

The Jan. 18 episode of EMU Today TV, which can be found on Eastern’s YouTube
channel, gives viewers an inside look at “Welcome Home 2025,” a $200 million
project that will transform student housing on Eastern’s campus. The episode also
features an insightful interview with Dara Munson, chair of the EMU Foundation
Board of Trustees, EMU alumna, and President and CEO of Chicago-based nonprofit Family Focus.

•

University Archives got an unexpected gift this year, when a volunteer for the
Veterans History Project donated roughly 150 video interviews with American war
veterans from the Ypsilanti area. Bill Vollano, himself a veteran, began collecting the
interviews just a few years after the Library of Congress established the Veterans
History Project in 2000. After taping the interviews Vollano copied them to DVDs and
submitted them to the Library of Congress but kept the originals until he chose to
donate them to EMU. Connor Ashley, a graduate student in history, has been
cataloging the donated materials. Links to the recordings are available on the
University Archives website.

Events
•

Common Ground Educational Foundation (CGEF) and EMU’s Professional
Program and Training will host the first African Americans in Unions Leadership
Conference on Feb. 24-27. The four-day conference is designed for union or nonunion workers and leaders from various industries to help build community, explore
new ideas, and learn strategies and skills that will help guide them through the
challenges workers face today.

•

The GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology welcomed Paul Ajegba,
director of the Michigan Department of Transportation, for an installment of
TechTalk on Feb. 16. Ajegba shared his experience regarding the importance of equity
and inclusion in infrastructure investments. He discussed how MDOT builds on
success through partnerships, innovations, and mentorships, demonstrating how
engaging and recruiting talented engineers is a high priority for the department now
and into the future.

•

Porochista Khakpour, the author of four critically acclaimed books, participated in the
BathHouse Events Reading Series on Feb. 15.

•

EMU alumna and serial entrepreneur Talia Edgar led a “Cut the Cost of Branding”
workshop on Feb. 9 on how to develop your personal brand vs. your business brand,
including the ins and outs of content creation.
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•

EMU’s celebration of Black History Month includes a wide range of virtual events
during February with programming that supports the University’s commitment to our
core value of inclusiveness and sustaining an environment that supports, represents,
embraces, and engages members of diverse groups and identities.

•

McAndless Professor Dr. Kenneth Boyle presented a student workshop on
“Translating History into Cinema” on Jan. 28. Boyle offered insights into his work as a
historical consultant on the Netflix biopic of Ossian Sweet.

•

GameAbove College of Engineering and Technology hosted and EMU TechTalk
featuring Reuben Sarkar, president and CEO for the American Center for Mobility
on Jan. 26. EMU TechTalk, a series that launched last fall, offers students and faculty
an opportunity to hear from established and up-and-coming leaders in the engineering
and technology fields.

•

Tamar Manasseh, an African-American Jewish mother and Founder and Director of
“Mothers and Men Against Senseless Killings” (MASK), an organization fighting gun
violence on the streets of Chicago, presented a webinar on Jan. 24. The event was
sponsored by the EMU Center for Jewish Studies.

•

Dr. Ebrahim Soltani, associate professor of political science, was a guest speaker for
the Honors College Star Lecture Series on Jan. 19. He spokes about contemporary
human migration and the profound impact on the mental well-being of migrants.

•

Eastern presented its annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration with a variety of
events from Jan. 14-17. The keynote was given by Justin Hansford, a law professor
at Howard University and executive director of the Thurgood Marshall Civil Rights
Center.

Athletics
•

Cross Country (Women): Olivia Chandler, Esme Davies, Sofia Invanko, Lexi
Seifert, and Kaitlyn St. Bernard earned Academic All-MAC honors.

•

Cross Country (Women): The Eagles earned U.S. Track & Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association All-Academic honors.
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•

Cross Country (Men): Ronald Brandal, Solomon Costa, Chris Devaney, Baldvin
Magnusson, Andy Payne, Noah Perrin, and Eddie Zuercher earned Academic AllMAC honors.

•

Cross Country (Men): The Eagles earned U.S. Track & Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association All-Academic honors. Toby Gualter and Baldvin Magnusson
earned individual All-Academic honors.

•

Football (Men): Darius Boone Jr., Ben Bryant, Matthew Buschman, Jordan
Crawford, Dimitri Douglas, Dyland Drummond, Samson Evans, Jere Getzinger,
Alex Howie, Preston Hutchinson, Marcellus Johnson, Tanner Knue, Jimi
McAdams, Freddie McGee III, Alex Merrit, Thomas Odukoya, Jarrett Paul, TJ
Peavy, Will Racely, Chad Ryland, Michael Smith Jr., DJ Smith, Carter Stagner,
l’Shawn Stewart, Dylan Summers, Mike Van Hoeven, and Jalen Weathers earned
Academic All-MAC honors.

•

Football (Men): Mike Van Hoeven was named a CoSIDA First Team Academic AllAmerican.

•

Rowing (Women): A program-record 44 rowers earned spots on the Colonial Athletic
Association (CAA) Commissioner's Academic Honor Roll for the 2021 fall
semester. The student-athletes honored were Synene Abukaram, Lauren Ahern,
Rose Andrews, Hannah Barry, Kara Bishop, Emma Boerson, Laura Borchers,
Priscilla Brom, Kat Childs, Madeline Dickerson, Elon English, Reagan Fazekas,
Kristen Ford, Megan Fowler, Tiana Fox, Emily Gandy, Brianna Gracey, Claire
Greenfelder, Olivia Hansen, Brynne Harder, Mary Hemgesberg, Chloe Hinojosa,
Margaret Hoots, Payton Hopkins, Elaina Howes, Kaycee Johnson, Alexis Kettler,
Kaialani Knox, Jessica LaRoy, Evie Lemons, Libbey Lloyd, Claire McCurley,
Alexis Miller, Isabella Nothom, Caitlin Rodanhisler, Arden Schirru, Sydney
Sheridan, Abbey Simpson, Carly Summers, Ariel Sutton, Sofia Vargas,
Alexandria Walsh, and Lily Wilhelm.

•

Volleyball (Women): Krista Blakely, Raeven Chase, Bella Hommes, Jayden Otto,
and Kamryn Stilwell earned Academic All-MAC honors.

•

Eastern student-athletes recorded a 3.248 average GPA for the fall semester. 61
student-athletes earned perfect 4.0 GPAs.

•

The Mid-American Conference will honor the 50th anniversary of the passage of
Title IX with various programming throughout the 2022 calendar year. The year-long
commemoration will highlight the passage of Title IX and what it has meant on a
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national scale, while celebrating and highlighting the success of women's athletics
within the MAC. The campaign will kick off on Feb. 2 with the celebration of National
Girls and Women in Sports Day. Throughout the year, the Conference will honor the
top 50 female student-athletes in MAC history via its social media platforms and
website.

•

Former EMU football player Maxx Crosby was named Defensive MVP at the annual
Pro Bowl. He is just the third former EMU football player to reach the Pro Bowl, joining
Chuck Shonta (1966) and TJ Lang (2016-17). Additionally, Crosby is only the second
player from a MAC school to collect Pro Bowl MVP honors, joining Marshall's Randy
Moss (1999).

***

